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Abstract. We prove that in a finite 2-group with no normal Abelian subgroup of

rank ä 3, every subgroup can be generated by four elements. This result is then used

to determine which 2-groups T with no normal Abelian subgroup of rank ä 3 can

occur as 52's of finite simple groups G, under certain assumptions on the embedding

of T in G.

Introduction. In view of the Feit-Thompson theorem (namely, that all finite

groups of odd order are solvable), it is natural to classify and search for finite

simple groups by considering the structure of a Sylow 2-subgroup and its embedding

in the group.

There are comparatively few 2-groups with no normal Abelian subgroup of rank

2—such a 2-group must be cyclic, dihedral, semidihedral, or generalized quaternion.

Of these, only dihedral and semidihedral groups can (and do) occur as Sylow 2-

subgroups of simple groups (Brauer [4, Theorem 2, p. 321]). However, there is a

greater range of 2-groups with no normal Abelian subgroup of rank 3 ; this paper is

part of a project to determine which such 2-groups can occur as Sylow 2-subgroups

of simple groups.

The first result is a theorem about 2-groups with no normal Abelian subgroup of

rank 3 (apart from questions about simple groups). We show that every subgroup

of such a 2-group can be generated by four elements. This is best-possible ; in fact,

there are 2-groups satisfying the hypothesis and having elementary subgroups of

rank 4. Analogs of the four-generator theorem for odd primes are more restrictive ;

for instance, if p is odd and F is a /»-group with no normal Abelian subgroup of

rank 3, then every subgroup of F can be generated by three elements (Thompson;

Huppert [9, Satz III. 12.3, p. 343]) and every Abelian subgroup of F can be generated

by two elements (Feit and Thompson [6, Lemma 8.4(f), p. 797]).
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We then suppose that L is a 2-group with a normal Abelian subgroup of rank 2

but none of rank 3 ; T^t DB ; and L is a Sylow 2-subgroup of a simple group G. It

then follows (Thompson [10]) that T has exactly one normal four-group, say W.

We work out all the possibilities for L, using constructive methods together with

fusion arguments, under each of the following additional assumptions :

1. [Na(T):Ca(T)] is divisible by odd primes (so that L admits an automorphism

of odd order).

2. [Na(T):CG(T)] is a power of 2, and the three involutions of Ware all fused

together in G. (Then CT(W) is a maximal subgroup of L and admits an auto-

morphism of order 3.)

If we assume [NG(T):Ca(T)] is divisible by odd primes (Theorem 1), we find that

3 divides [Na(T):Ca(T)], and: If Na(T)/Ca(T) contains a subgroup of order 3

which centralizes W, then T is isomorphic to the Sylow 2-subgroup of the Janko-

Hall and Janko-Higman groups ; also G has either one or two conjugacy classes of

involutions, and if two, it is determined which fusions of L-classes of involutions

take place in G. (The Janko-Hall group has two classes of involutions and the

Janko-Higman group has one.) If NGiT)/CaiT) contains a subgroup of order 3

which does not centralize W, then T is either a four-group or is isomorphic to the

Sylow 2-subgroup of PSU3 (16).

If we assume [/V0(L):CG(L)] is a power of 2 and the involutions of W are all

G-conjugate (Theorem 2), we find that: Either T is isomorphic to the Sylow 2-

subgroup of PSL3 (a) for a=lmod4 (that is, T^Z2r\Z2 for r¡t2); or

T= (Z2r \ Z2, z> where z either inverts the base group or raises it to the power

— 1 + 2r~1 ; or L is a certain group of order 28.

Finally we prove what may be regarded as a sort of converse to Theorem 1 ;

namely, that any simple group G with a Sylow 2-subgroup L isomorphic to the

Sylow 2-subgroup of the Janko-Hall and Janko-Higman groups, must have

A7C(L):CG(L) divisible by odd primes.

Notations. Let A" be a group. We write Z(X) for the center of X, and <t>(X) for

the Frattini subgroup of X; and Aut (X), Inn (X) for the groups of automorphisms,

respectively inner automorphisms, of X. SCN (X) means the set of self-centralizing

normal Abelian subgroups of X; SCNn (X) = {A e SCN (X) : rank A^n}.

If y is any subset of X, and/is any function on X, we write/|y for the restriction

off to Y.

If Xx,..., Xn are subgroups of X with X= Xx ̂  X2 £ • • • £ Xn and Xl + 1 normal

in X¡ for /=1,..., n— 1, the stability group of the chain Xx¡¿ ■ ■ ■ ̂ Xn means

{a e Aut (X) : Xf = Xt for /=l,...,n, and a acts trivially on XJXt + 1 for

/=1,..., n—1}.

An involution of X is an element of order 2 in X.

If x, A e X, we write [A, x] for A " 1x ~ 1Ax, and hx for x " xhx. x and y e X are said

to be fused in X if there is geX with x9 =y.

If X and H are subgroups of some group, we write
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NX(H) = {xeX: Hx = H},

CX(H) = {x e X : hx = h   for every h e H},

Cx(h) = {xe X : hx = h}   for heH.

AX(H) means the group of automorphisms of H induced by conjugation from X;

thus Ax(H)^Nx(H)jCx(H). H < Xmeans His a normal subgroup (not necessarily

proper) of X.

If X and Y are groups then X^ Y means X is isomorphic to a subgroup of Y;

for instance, if H^ G are groups, then NG(H)/CG(H ^> Aut (H)).

If G is a /»-group, then Í2n((7) means the subgroup of G generated by the elements

of order Spn; ün(G) means the subgroup generated by the pnth powers of the

elements of G.

Sn respectively S^ denote the symmetric and alternating groups of degree n.

E2' denotes an elementary Abelian group of order 2r.

1. A theorem on 2-groups with no normal Abelian subgroups of rank 3.

1.1.  Useful 'standard results.

Lemma FA. Let P be a p-group, and let C,D be normal subgroups of P with

C£D and C Abelian. Then there is Ke SCN (D) with C^KandK<\P.

Proof. Take a subgroup K of P such that (i) C^K^D, K<\ P, and K Abelian.

(ii) K is maximal subject to (i). Then CD(K) <¡ P. If CD(K) > K, there is a subgroup

R of D with CD(K)^R>K, [R:K]=p, and R <¡ P. R is Abelian since R contains

centrally a subgroup of index p. But then R satisfies (i), contradicting the maximality

ofK.

Lemma FB. If G is a 2-group, then 0>(G) = <g2 : geG}.

Proof. In general, the Frattini subgroup of a/»-group is generated by its squares

and commutators. If x, y e G, then

1 = (xy)2 = xyxy = x2x~1y2y~1xy = [x, y]   mod <g2 : geG}.

Therefore [G, G]ç<g2 : g e G}, and the result follows.

Lemma FC. If G is a 2-group and T, N are subgroups of G such that T normalizes

N, then <i>(TN) = <<S>(T), ®(N), [T, N]>.

Proof. For te T, ne N,

(tn)2 = tntn = t2t-1n2n~1tn m [t, n]   mod <0(F), 0(JV)>.

The lemma follows from Lemma FB.

For the next lemma we need to observe a few things about the characters of

finite Abelian groups. If G is a finite Abelian group, the irreducible complex

characters of G are simply homomorphisms from G to the multiplicative group of

the complex field. If A is such a homomorphism, and g e G, we may write the value
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of A at g as <g, A>. The set of such homomorphisms becomes an Abelian group,

denoted by G*, if we define the product of A and p. by <g, XpS) = (g, A><g, p,}.

(i) C7*SC7.

Proof. Write G = GxX ■ ■ ■ xGk as a direct product of cyclic groups. Then for

XeG*, the restriction A¡ of A to G¡ is an element of Gf. If A¡= 1 for each /, then

A= 1. So the map r¡: X -> (A1;..., Afc) is an injection of G* into G* x • • • x G*.

However, |G*|= number of conjugacy classes of G, =|G|; and for each /,

\G?\ = \Gi\, hence \Gf x ••■ xG£| = |G?|x ••• x|'Gff«lGi|x ••• x|Gfc| = |G|. So

r] is an isomorphism of G* onto Gf x ■■ ■ x G*. So it will suffice to show that Gf^Gt

for each /, i.e. to show that G*sG if G is cyclic of order n say.

Let cú be a primitive complex nth root of 1, and let G = (gy. Then <g, A> = a>

determines an element of G*. <g, A2> = o>2 and so A, A2,..., A"=l are distinct

elements of G*. Moreover, any element of G* must send g to some nth root of 1 ;

so A, A2,..., A" exhaust G*. So G* is cyclic of order n, as desired.

(ii) If Hfí G for finite Abelian groups H and G, then each linear character of H

can be extended to one of G.

Proof. Let Xe H* and let p. be an irreducible constituent of A° = the character

of G induced by A. (AG, ¿i) = (A, p.\H) by Frobenius reciprocity. So A is a constituent

of p\H. But A and p. are both linear, hence X = p\H; i.e., p. extends A.

(hi) If G is a finite Abelian group, then the correspondences

N-^{XeG* : ker A 2 N}

6
(Intersection of the kernels of the Xe A) <— A

between subgroups of G and G*, invert one another, so define a one-one corre-

spondence. Moreover, if N<^> A, then N=G*/A.

Proof. The pairing < , > between the two Abelian groups G and G* treats G

and G* symmetrically ; more precisely, G plays the same role to G* with respect to

< ,   > as does G* to G. The correspondences 9 and 9 can be rephrased :

N-^-> {XeG* : <g, A> = 1 for all geN}

6
{g e G : <g, A> = 1 for all A e A} <— A.

Thus it is clear that 9 and 6 are abstractly the same. So if we show 99= 1 (i.e., for

every subgroup N of G, 0i9iN)) = N), we will also have shown 96 = 1.

We now show 89=l. Let M=%>(A0); M^N. If M>N, then M/Nhas a non-

trivial linear character A. By (ii), there is a linear character p, of G/N whose

restriction to M/N is A. We may view |xasa character of G, with N^ ker p. Then

p. e 9iN) ; but M$ ker p., so M$ %(A^)).

Given a subgroup Af of G, let .4 = 9iN). Two elements of G* are congruent mod A

if and only if their restrictions to A^ agree; so G*/A^G*\N. By (ii), G*\N = N*. Also,

by (i), N*~N; so N~G*¡A, as claimed.
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Now let G be an arbitrary finite group. The set of linear characters of G acts on

the set of all characters of G, by multiplication : for A linear and x arbitrary, x -*■ yA.

For x an arbitrary character of G, define

v(x) = j^2x(g2).

Then (Feit [5, Vol. 1, p. 24]) 2* F(y)x(l) (where x runs over all the irreducible

characters of G) is the number of elements of G whose square is 1.

(iv) If A is linear and A2= 1, then V(XX) = V(x).

Proof. V(XX) = (1/1 G|) 29 X(g2)Kg2)I but A(g2) = A(g)2 = 1 since A2 = 1.

(v) If x is any irreducible character of G, ATs a normal subgroup of G, and x

vanishes onG-N, then [GiA^yO)2.

Proof. l=(x,x)a = (\N\/\G\)(x\N,x\N)N. By Clifford's theorem, xU = a2í=i^

where the 0¡ are G-conjugate and so all of the same degree. So

(x\n, x\n)n = a2t S a2t2 ^ (at(deg O,))2 = x(l)2.

Hence l^(\N\/\G\)x(l)2, as desired.

Lemma FD. // G is a 2-group with [G: <P(G)] ̂ 22fc + \ then 2* Hx)x0)

= 0 mod 2k + 1 (the sum ranging over all irreducible characters x of' G).

Proof. For each x, V(x) >s an integer (Feit [5]); so we need only consider the x

with degree ^ 2k.

Suppose x(l) = 2k_e (e^O). A = (G/Q>(G))* acts on the irreducible characters of G

by A : x -*■ x^- We will show x ¡s in an orbit of size ^ 2e +1, and then Lemma FD

will follow from (iv).

Let C be the subgroup of A fixing x', then the size of the orbit containing x is

[A : C]. Let N be the intersection of the kernels of the Xe C. Then for g$N, there

is A e C with X(g)ï 1, but X(g)x(g) = x(g); hence x(s) = 0 for all g £ N. So by (v),

x(l)2^[G:JV]. But [G:JV]=|C| by (iii). So

\C\ ^ x(l)2 = (2k~e)2 = 22k~2e;

hence [A : C] è 2(2,c+1} ~(2fc " 2e) = 22e + x ä 2e + x, as desired.

1.2. Proof of the theorem.

Four generator theorem. Let G be a 2-group with no normal Abelian subgroup

of rank 3. Then every subgroup of G can be generated by four (or fewer) elements.

Proof of four generator theorem. Assume false and let G be a counterexample of

minimal order.

(i) If G has a subgroup T with [F:<D(F)]^26 (i.e., F requires more than five

generators), then G has a subgroup U with [U:<b(U)] = 25.

Thus to prove the theorem, we need only show G has no subgroups F with

• [F:<D(F)] = 25.
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Proof. Choose T so that [L:d>(L)]ä26 and \T\ is minimal subject to this con-

dition. There is a subgroup U of L with [£/:<D(L)] = 25. If O(L) is proper in <P(L),

then [L:$([/)]^2e, which contradicts the minimality of \T\.

(ii) If G has a cyclic subgroup K of index ^ 23, then G has no subgroups L with

[L:<5(L)] = 25.
Proof. For such a L, 23ä [G:L]ä[L:Ln L]^2*, the last inequality because

L/<I>(L) is elementary of rank 5, and L n L is cyclic so can project onto at most a

subgroup of order 2 in L/<I>(L).

(hi) G has a normal four-group, If say.

Proof. If not, G is cyclic or is a 2-group of maximal class (Blackburn [3, Theorem

1.1, p. 3]). So G contains a cyclic subgroup of index 2 (Blackburn [2, Theorem 3.4,

p. 68]). This contradicts (ii) since G is a counterexample to the theorem.

(iv) W is the only normal four-group of G.

Proof. Let Jf be a normal four-group of G, X^W, [X, W]^Xn W. If X

centralizes W then XW is a normal Abelian subgroup of order ¿ 8, and is ele-

mentary since generated by involutions ; so G has a normal L8, contrary to hypoth-

esis. So [X, W] = Xr\ W is of order 2, and Z> = XW^DB.

G stabilizes the two chains X> X n IF> 1 and W> X n IF>1, so stabilizes

L><D(£>)> 1. The stability group of L > O(L) > 1 is just Inn (D); so G=DCa(D).

Write C=CG(D); [G:C] = 4.

If y is a normal four-group of C, then Y < G and F# IF and F centralizes IF, so

FIFis a normal L8 or L16 of G. So C has no normal four-group. The argument of

(iii) (applied to C instead of G) shows that C has a cyclic subgroup K of index 2;

thus [G:L] = 8, contradicting (ii).

(v) W-¿<b(G).

Proof. If not, let M be a maximal subgroup of G with W^ M. By Lemma FA

(with C= 1), there is rie SCN (M), K<G. ÙJiK) <3 G and i^CL)^ ^ so AT is
cyclic by (iv), of order 2( say. MjK <^ Aut (L). |Aut (AT) | = 2? ~x and so

|M|á2í2í-1 = 22í-1.

If |G|=32 and G has a five-generator subgroup, G itself is elementary, so

SCN3 (G) is nonempty. So |G|^64, \M\ ^32. So 25S22{"1; 5á2f-l;3¿f
We will show [ALL] ^2; then [G:L]^4, which contradicts (ii).

Suppose M>K. Let L be a subgroup with M^R>K and [L:L] = 2. L is non-

Abelian since Le SCN (M). For £^3, there are four non-Abelian 2-groups with

cyclic subgroups of order 2? and index 2; they are dihedral, semidihedral, generalized

quaternion, and Pie), where P(f) = <c, k: kof order 2{, cof order 2, ckc=k1 + 2Î_1>.

L(L) has exactly three involutions, which (together with 1) constitute a characteristic

four-group.

Let R be a subgroup with M^R>K, [R:K] = 2, and R< G. R either centralizes

or inverts O ̂ /Q (which is of order ^ 4). If R centralizes ö ^L), then R^PiO, and

its characteristic four-group is normal in G and contained in M, so # W, contrary

to (iv). So R inverts ü \K).
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Suppose [M:K]^4. Let S,R be subgroups with M^S>R>K, [S:R] = 2,

[R:K] = 2,S,R<G.lf S/K is cyclic, then RjK induces on O \K) the square of the

automorphism induced by SjK. But R inverts O *(^0 and inversion is not a square

in Aut(ü\K)). So S/K is a four-group. Two of the three subgroups properly

between Sand Kinvert O1^) and the third centralizes O 1(K). G permutes these

three subgroups, so must normalize the one which centralizes O X(K), contrary to

the preceding paragraph. So [M:K]f¿2, as desired.

(vi) Suppose N is a normal subgroup of G which contains W and centralizes W.

Then [N: O(JV)] ̂ 2*.

Proof. If [N: $>(N)] ä 25, then the number of elements of N whose square is 1 is

= 0 mod 8, by Lemma FD. In particular, N— W contains involutions. Since W is

central in N, the involutions of N— W are partitioned into cosets of W; each such

coset uniquely determines an EB of N which contains W. So the number of such

F8's is (%k — 4)/4 (where ik is the number of elements of N whose square is 1).

(%k — 4)j4 = 2k— 1, an odd number. N < G, so G permutes these F8's by con-

jugation. G is a 2-group, so must normalize one of these F8's.

(vii) If IF is central in G, then |G| ^28.

Proof. Since every maximal subgroup of G contains W, G and all its maximal

subgroups are four-generator groups by (vi). So if \G\ <28, we must have |G| =27

and some subgroup Fof index 4 in G is a five-generator group, therefore elementary.

Let M be a maximal subgroup of G with F^ M. M=(m, F> where m$T, m2 eT.

So m induces on Fan automorphism A'of order 2. Regard Fas a vector space over

the field of two elements. Then in the ring of linear transformations of T,

0=X2-l=(X-l)2. So

Ker (X-1) ^ Im (X-1)

CT(m) [T, m].

ButDim(Ker(A'-l)) + Dim(Im(A'-l)) = Dim(F) = 5. So \CT(m)\^23.

M is non-Abelian; for otherwise <w2> = <I>(M) is of order ^2 and so

[M:<&(M)]^2S, contradicting (vi). Therefore Z(M) = CT(m)<\ G, so G has a

normal F8.

Case I. Some maximal subgroup M of G has SCN3 (M) nonempty. W^ M by

(v). M has a normal EB, E say, such that £2 W. For if X is any normal F8 of M, X

acts on Wand \CX(W)\^4; also CX(W) < M; so if W$C^(IF), replace A' by a

suitable F8 of WCX(W).

E-0G. Let //=F9 forgeG-M. En H=W. Write F=F//; then V^DBxZ2

and F< G.

Take e, he G with F=<e, IF>, H=(h, W). Write f= eh. Then/2 = w generates

0(F) and so is central in G. F= </, W) is normal in G since it is the only Z4 x Z2 of

F. Take wx e IF such that IF=<w, wx}.
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Let C=CGiV); C < G. By Lemma FA, there is Be SCN (C) with L^ IF and

B< G.

(viii) L does not contain w as a square.

Proof. Suppose x e B, x2 = w. Then x e Q2(L). L= Q2(L)L is a normal Abelian

subgroup of G. L contains the three involutions of W and also the involution xf.

So \£lxiK)\ ̂ 8 and O^L) < G.

Therefore 5=<A> x <w> for A of order 2m, m^ 1.

Aut iV). F can be presented as </, e, vvr :/4=l, e2=l, efe=f~1=fw; w\=l,

Wx central) where <w>> = 3>(F).

Any set of elements x, y,z of V such that (1) x is of order 4 (there are four

such x), (2) y is a noncentral involution of V (there are eight such y), (3) z is a

central involution of V other than w (there are two such z) will have : x,y,z

generate V and satisfy the same relations as those given above for/ e, wx. So the

automorphisms of V correspond one-to-one with the choices for x, y, z. So

|Aut(F)| =4-8-2 = 64.

Let automorphisms of V be defined as follows :

a: f^-fw; e, wy -* selves.

ß: / Wx -*■ selves; e—>- ew.

£: /—>fwx ; e, Wx ~* selves; A -> hw±.

y¡: / Wj —>- selves ; e -»■ ewy ; h^hwx-

£: f,e—> selves; w\ -*■ wwi.

#: / wi -> selves; e —>-/e.

Then a and ß are the inner automorphisms induced by e and / respectively.

<«,/3, i,v}^E16.

t centralizes a and (8; £-1f£ = af, r,~1-nl=ßr); £2=1.

6>-1aö = aJ8, 6-1ß9 = ß; 0-H-0 = Ç-n, 9-1r¡9 = r¡; [9, 4]=1; 02=ß.

Write Out (F) for Aut (F)/Inn (F). Then Out (F) = <^, |, ö>x<C>^L8xZ2

with <ij> as derived group.

The subgroup of Aut ( V) which sends each of L and H to themselves is

<Inn (F), $, 7], £>. The subgroup of Aut(F) which fixes IF elementwise is

<Inn (F), f, t?, 0>. The subgroup of Aut (F) which fixes elementwise the quotient

F/<w>is<Inn(K), O-

Case 1.1, m=l. I.e. L= IF. IF is central in C, so IFeSCN(C) => C= W. So

G/IF^ Aut (F); hence |G|^4-64 = 28.

(ix) In Case 1.1, suppose r¡0, £„ e G induce (by conjugation) the automorphisms

y], £ on V; suppose x, y e V. Then [xr¡0, >>£0]=/mod W.

Proof.

too, yto] = too, £o]too, yf

= fc-JftfoColt.rN'io.tf
= (x-1xc)"h0,Co]t^,j]''C(j-',>')C.
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Since [V, £] = <w> and [V, rj] = (wxy, we have

[xr¡0, yioi = ho, £o]   mod W.

But in Aut V, [v, Q = ß; so in G, fo0, £„]=/" mod Ca(V)= W.

Let F be a five-generator subgroup of G, i.e., [F:<P(F)] = 25. Then 25^|F|^28.

[T: TnV] = [TV: V]S |Out (V)\ = 16.

Casel.la. F is elementary of rank 5. [F : Tr\ V]^ 16 => [Tn F]â2. Tn Fis

elementary ; the only elementary subgroups of F are the subgroups of E and H, so

m V^Eor H

Suppose |FnF|=8. Then TnV=E or H, and T/TnV^Ei. Now F

normalizes Fn F, so /4rF(F)ç<Inn (F), f, t¡, £>; also F centralizes IF, so ATV(V)

Ç<Inn(F), £,>. But

Ei^T/TnV^ TV/V-+ <|, £>.

Since <|, i)> is a four-group, we must have ATV(V) = (lnn (V), f, f¡>. So F contains

an element xr¡0 where xeVand r¡0eG induces the automorphism 77 on V.

[e, xr¡0] = [e, t]0]   mod <h>> = e"V = wx.

[h, xt]0] = [h, 7]0]   mod <w> = h~^hn = wx.

So whether T n F is £ or //, O(F) contains an element congruent to wx mod <w>;

but F was elementary.

Suppose \Tn F|=4. Then

F8 S F/F n V ~ FF/F ^> Out (F) ~ F>8 x Z2.

Out (F) has two F8's, namely <|, 17, £> and <0, rj, £">. So F must contain elements

XTio,yío where 170, i0eG induce r¡, £ on F, and xje F. But then d>(F)# 1 by (ix).

Suppose \Tn V\=2. Then

F16 ^T/TnV^ TVjV^Out(V) £ Z>8xZ2,

which is impossible. Therefore Case Lia is impossible.

Case Lib. |F|=26 and |<D(F)| = 2.

[F: Fn F]ál6 => |Fn F|^4.

Suppose T^V. Then 0(F) = <» and so TjV^E^. Also ¿fr(F) centralizes

F/<w>, so /ír(F)^<Inn (F), £>. So

which is impossible.

Suppose |Fn F|=8. Then Fn F is a maximal subgroup of V, so is

E, H, F=(f, W), or one of four D8's of V. If Fn F is not elementary, then

0(F) = <w> and so TjTn Fis elementary; so

F8 s 7jm F s FF/F^> Out (F) s Z)8xZ2.

Out (F) has two F8's, both of which contain r¡ and £. So F contains elements
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xr¡0, yt,a as in (ix). Therefore by (ix), O(L) contains an element of order 4. But this

contradicts |0(L)|=2. If Ln Fis elementary, then TC\ V=E or H. Tnormalizes

Tn V, so ATV(V)ç(lnn (V), (, r,, £>. Therefore

TVIV^H,i),t>.

But [TV:V]=[T: Tn F] = 8. So ATV(V) = <Jnn(V), ¡,r¡, £> and L contains ele-

ments X7]0, yl0 as in (ix); so by (ix), <t>(T) contains an element of order 4, contrary

to|<D(L)|=2.

Suppose |Ln V\=4. Then

16 = [L : T n V] = [TV: V] = Out (F).

So^Ty(F) = Aut(K).

We show Tn V=W. For L normalizes Tn V. If Tn V is cyclic then

Tn F=</> or (fwx). However, L contains an element xf0, where x e F, and

fo e G induces the automorphism £ of V; and x£0 exchanges the two subgroups

</>, </wj.> of V. So Ln F is elementary and so Tn V^E or H. T contains an

element xd0, where xe V, and 90 e G induces the automorphism 9 of V; if

T n K$ IF, then x90 would not normalize T n V since x90 exchanges L and H.

T contains an element x£0, where xeV, and £0 e G induces the automorphism

I of F. So <5(L) contains [w1; x£0] = [w1, £0] = w. So <D(L) = <w>, and so L/Lo Fis

elementary. But

L/LO F^ LK/F^ Out(F)s L8xZ2.

Therefore Case Lib is impossible.

Case I. lc. |L|=27and |0(L)|=4.

[L: Tn K]ál6 => |Ln F|^8.

Suppose L^ F. Then [L: F] = 8 and so ATiV) is a maximal subgroup of Aut (F);

and ATiV) contains Inn (F). Every maximal subgroup of Out (K) contains r); so

L contains an element rj0 which induces r¡ on V. Then Í>(L) contains [e, ^0]

= e-V = VVl. Also 0(r)20(F) = <w>. So <D(L)=IF, and T/V^EB. Out(F)

contains two L8's, both of which contain <^, £>. So L contains elements r¡0, Ç0

inducing ij, £ on V; by (ix), <K(L)2</ W>. This contradicts |<D(L)| =4.

Suppose \Tn K|=8. Then

16 = [L: Ln F] = [rF:F]

and so ATViV) = Aut (F). L contains elements x->?0, j>£0 as in (ix), so by (ix), O(L)

contains an element of the coset fW. So |Í>(L) n K|^4; hence Î)(r)çF, and

L/L n V is elementary. But

T/Tn V s LF/F^ Out(F) s L8xZ2.

Therefore Case Lie is impossible.

Case Lid. |L|=28and |0(L)|=8. Then L=Gand G induces all of Aut (K) on

V. <D(G) ^ IF by (v). Also G contains i?0, £o inducing r¡, £ on F, so <P(G)=!</, IF> by
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(ix). By hypothesis, |0(G)| =8; so 0(G) = </, W) and therefore GjVis elementary.

But

GjV^ Out(F) s DBxZ2.

Therefore Case Lid is impossible.

Case 1.2. m = 2. Then <b2> = ü1(B) <¡ G, so b2 is central in G. So W=<.w, b2} is

central in G. We may take wx = b2 in our computation of Aut (V).

CjB acts faithfully on B and stabilizes the chain B> W> 1, so is at most ele-

mentary of order 4.

(x) In Case 1.2, 0(C)ç W; and hence

<S>(CV) = 0(C)0(F)    since C centralizes F
= W.

Proof. By Lemma FB, it suffices to show x2 e W for all xeC.

B2^ W. Let x e C, x$B. x2 e B since CjB is elementary. Now CB(x)= W since

x induces a nontrivial automorphism e the stability group of B>W>1. x

centralizes x2, so x2 e W.

(xi) In Case 1.2, [C:B\£2.

Proof. If [C:B] = 4, then [CF:0(CF)] = 25; and CV <\ G. But this contradicts

(vi).

Case 1.2.1. C=B. Then |CF|=32. IF is central in G, so \G\ ̂ 28by (vii), and also

/40(F)£<Inn(F), f,T),0>. G/CF<-> Out (F). So we must have |G|=28 and

Aa(V) = <lnn(V),£,r,,e>.

If Fis a subgroup of G with [F:0(F)] = 25, then by (v) and (vi), |F|=25 or 26

and |0(F)| = 1 or 2. Since 0(CF)= W, F$CV. [T : Tn CV] = [TCV:CV]^23.

Case I.2.1a. F is elementary of rank 5. [F : Tn CV]^23 => |Fn CF|ä22.

Since CV— F contains no involutions, the only elementary subgroups of CFare the

subgroups of E and H. So F n CFç E or 77.

Suppose F n CV=E or H. Since F normalizes F n CF,^TCV(F)ç<Inn (F), £77).

But 4=[F: TnCV] = [TCV:CV] and so ^TC7(F) = <Inn (F), f, 77). So F con-

tains an element xr¡0, where x e F, and t¡0 e G induces the automorphism 77 of V.

[e, xr,a] = [e, t)0]    mod <w> = e~ V = wx.

[h, xr/o] = [h, 7j0]   mod <u>> = h'1^ = wx.

So whether F n CV is E or H, O(F) contains an element congruent to wx mod <w>;

but F was elementary.

Suppose Im CV\=4. Then

F8 s r/rn CF s FCF/CF-> <£ r,, 6) S Z)8,

which is impossible. So Case 1.2.la is impossible.

Owe I.2.1b. |F| =2e and |0(F)| =2.

[rirncn^i^im cv\ £8,     f $ cf => |m cf| ^ 16.
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Suppose |Ln CF| = 16. Then Tn CVis a maximal subgroup of CV, so is the

inverse image in CV of one of the seven hyperplanes of CV/W. If we write CV for

CV/W, then CV=(b~,f, e"> and the seven hyperplanes are:

1. <b,f>
2. <b,fë}
3. <5, e>

4. <5/ e>

5. <bf, ëfy
6. <5ë,/>

7. <ê,/>=F.
The Frattini subgroups of their inverse images are :

1. <A2,/2>=IF

2. <wx>

3-   <"!>

4. <(A/)2, [A/e]> = <wlM;,w>=IF

5. W

6. <(Ae)2, [Ae,/]> = <w1,w>=IF

7- <w>.

Since |0(L)[=2, we must have Tn CV=ib, ef W) or <A, e, W) or F.

If Tn CV= V, then (D(L) = <h'>, and

L4 ~ T/TnCV ^ TCV/CV^- <£ij, 0> s A>.

Every four-group of <|, ij, 0> contains t); so L contains an element xt/0, where

x e CV, and r¡Qe G induces the automorphism r¡ on F. Then 3>(L) contains

[e, XT70] = [e, r¡0] mod (iF^Wi mod <w>. So <D(L)2 IF, contrary to |0(L)|=2.

Therefore Tn CV is <A, L> or <A, L/>; 0(L) = <w1>.

Lnormalizes Ln F=L or //; so ^rcv(F)s<Inn (F), £ •>?>. Also

4 = [L: LnCF] = [TCV-.CV] -> <f, -ij);

so ^4rcy(F) = <Inn (F), f, r¡) and L contains elements x$0,yr]0, where x,yeCV,

and £o, y)o e G induce f, ij on F.

If Ln F=L, then O(L) contains [e, x£0] = [e, |0][e, x]{=[e, x]( = w or 1, ac-

cording as x does not or does centralize e. Also <D(L) contains [e, v^o]^ [e, Vo][e, j]"

= Wj [e, y]" = Wx w or Wx, according as y does not or does centralize e. But Í>(L) = «(m^),

so x and .y must centralize e. Ccy(e) = <L, E} = Tn CV; so we may take x=j= 1.

If m F=L7, then ®(L) contains the elements

[A, x|0] = [A, f0][A, x]* = m^w or wx

[A, Ji?0] = [A, 7]0][h, y]" = WxW or wx

according as x,y do not or do centralize A. Since <5(L) = <w1>, x, jeCcy(A)

= <L, H} = T n CV; so again we may take x=y= 1.

So L=<A, w, eor A, f0, ,0>; 0(L) = <w1>.
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Consider R = (B, Ç0,r)0}. G = (R, V, 0O> where 60 e G induces 6 on V. Now

<Inn (V), f, t;) is an Abelian subgroup of Aut (V); therefore in G,

[F, f0] ■ [V, Vo] = [V, M si    mod fi = C^F).

Also [f0,77o]=l modß. So the three subgroups <ß, £0>, <fi, 770), <5, lo^o) of R

all normal in icF.

We consider the action of G on these three subgroups. B <¡ G. In Aut (F),

[77, 0]=1 and [(, 0] = v; soin G,

ho, #o] s 1    and    [|o, 0o] = r¡0   mod B.

Therefore d0 normalizes R and <5,770), and exchanges <S, f0> and <5, fo^o)-

Since 0(F) = <w1> = <e2>, 770 either centralizes or inverts b. If r¡0 centralizes b,

then <Z?, 770) is Abelian of order 16 and exponent 4 and has Frattini subgroup of

order 2; hence QX((B, rj0))^EB and is normal in G. Therefore 770 inverts b.

Also £0 and f0770 either centralize or invert b. So of the three elements £0, Vo, and

ZóVo,lwo must invert b and one must centralize b. The one centralizing b will (with

B) generate an Abelian group, the others will generate non-Abelian groups. Two

of these groups are G-conjugate and the third normal in G ; so the Abelian one must

be <F,770), contrary to the above. Therefore | F n CV\^=16.

Suppose ¡Fn CF|=8. Then

8 = [F: FnCF] = [TCV:CV] = [G:CV],

so TCV=G and T/Tn CV^TCVjCV^DB. Therefore 0(F)$Fn CV. Since

|0(F)|=2, O(F) n(Fn CF)=1 and so Tn CV is elementary, so ç£ or H.

¡m CF|=8, so Fn CF=F or /F But F contains an element xd0, where x e CV,

and 60eG induces 6 on F; x0o exchanges E and //. This is impossible since

TnCV<T.

Case 1.2.2. [C:B] = 2. Then Z(C) = W; 0(CF) = 0(C)0(F) (since C centralizes

V)=W;Z(CV)=W. |CF|=64. By (vii), |G| ä28; hence [G:CF]S4.

G normalizes CV and IF, so acts on CVjW.

(xi) In Case 1.2.2, CG(CV/W) = CV.

Proof. If not, let Äbea subgroup of G with Ca(CV/W)=>R>CV, [R:CV] = 2,

and R<] G. R stabilizes the chain CV> W> 1 ; the stability group of this chain is

elementary, so 0(F) centralizes CV. But also 0(F)cCF; so <S>(R)^Z(CV)= W. So

(p(Ä)= W, and [F:0(Ä)] = 25; this contradicts (vi).

So GjCV acts faithfully on CVjW. But C<1G, V< G; so as G-module,

CVjW=(CjW)x(VjW) is the direct product of two four-groups; so [G:CF]^4.

Hence [G:CF] = 4 and G contains elements A, p. inducing the following auto-

morphisms of CVj W: A centralizes VjWandbW, and sends c IF to cbW for c e C—B;

p. centralizes CjWandfW, and sends eWto efW=hW.

Since [G:CF] = 4, |G|=28. By (vi), G and all its maximal subgroups are four-

generator groups. So if G has a subgroup F with [F: 0(F)] = 25, then either F is
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elementary of order 2s, or |L|=26 and |0(L)|=2. Since <D(CF)=IF, T$CV.

[T: Tn CV] = [TCV:CV]^4.

(xii) In Case 1.2.2, if G has a subgroup Lwith [L:<D(L)] = 25, then G has a sub-

group L with [L:<D(L)] = 25 and L^ W.

Proof. Let L be a subgroup of G with [L:0(L)] = 25 and \T\ minimal. IF is

elementary and central in G, so <D(LIF) = 0(L). If W^T, consider TW; there is a

subgroup L of TW with <<D(L), W>^L and [L:<D(L)] = 25. Then |L| = |L|; so by

minimality of \T\, [L:d>(L)] = 25.

Case 1.2.2a. L is elementary of rank 5, L^ W.

[T:Tn CV]^4 => |Ln CF|g8.

Suppose |Ln CF| =32; then T^CV is the inverse image in CV of a hyperplane

of CV/W=-(c,b,f,ë}. Any hyperplane intersects the two-dimensional subspace

<£,/> of CV/W; so |Ln<A,/ IF>|^8. But <A,/ W} = (b,f}^ZixZi; so Lis

not elementary.

Suppose |Ln CF| = 16. Then [L : Ln CV] = 2, so L contains an element xA,

xp., or xA,x for x e CV. If L contains xA, then T/W elementary ^ iT n CV)/W

= Qv/w(A) = <A~, F>. If L contains xp, then L/IF elementary => iT n CV)/W^

CCviwil>-) = <f,C>. If L contains xXp, then T/W elementary =-(Ln CK)/IF

= Qv/w(A/x) = <Ä,/>. Now <A, F> and </ C> are of order 32 and <A,/> is of

order 16; so in any of these three cases, T n CV contains a maximal subgroup of

<A,/>^Z4 x Z4, and so L is not elementary.

Suppose |Ln CF| =8. Then [L : Tn CV] = 4, so Tcontains elements xX, yp. for

some x,yeCV. T/W elementary => iT n CV)/W^Ccvlwi( A, M» = <5,/>. So

T n CV is a maximal subgroup of <A, /> ~ Z4 x Z4 ; so Lis not elementary. So Case

1.2.2a is impossible.

Case I.2.2b. |L|=26 and |0(L)| =2.

[T: Tn CF]á4 => \Tn CV\^ 16.
Suppose |Ln CF|=32. Then [L : Tn CV] = 2 and Lcontains an element xA,

xp, or xA/x for some x e CF.

Suppose xA e L. Then iT n CV)/W^CcvlwiX) = (ß, F>. For if not, iT n CV)/W

contains cä for some à e (Jb, F>, and [cä, xX] = b; so O(L) contains an element of

the coset A IF; but this contradicts |0>(L)|=2. So Ln CFç<A, V, W); since

\Tn CF|=32, Tn CV=(b, V, IF> = <A, F>. But <D«A, V))=W, contradicting

|0>(L)|=2.
Suppose x/ne L. Then iT n CV)/W^Ccvlwip) = (c,f). For if not, iT n CV)/W

contains ¿a for some ä e <c,/>, and [èa, x/z]=/; so Í>(L) contains an element of

fW, contrary to |4>(L)|=2. So Ln CF=<C,/>; but 0«c,/»= W, contradicting

|<P(L)|=2.
Suppose xXpeT Then (Ln CK)/IFçCcv/w(A/i) = <A,/>. For if not, then

(Ln CV)/W contains one of cä, ëa, cea for äe<5,/>; correspondingly,

[cä, xXß] = B, [eä, xÄ/x]=/, [cê~â, xA/z] = A75; and í>(L) contains an element of A IF,

fW, or A/IF, contrary to |<D(L)| =2. So L n CFç<A,/>, contrary to |L n CF| =32.
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Suppose |Fn CF| = 16. Then [TCV:CV] = 4, so F contains elements xX and yp.

for x,yeCV. As above, (Fn CV)/W^(b,fi>, so TnCV=(b,fi}; but

*(<*,/"» = W, contrary to |0(F)| =2. So Case I.2.2b is impossible.

Case 1.3. me3. Let d=b2m~2; (d) = l3m'2(B), so (dy <1 G. rf2 = w1 is central in

G, so W is central in G.

(xiii) In Case 1.3, if G has a subgroup F with Frattini quotient of rank 5, then so

does G/<w1>.

Proof. If wx <£ T, then G/<w1> contains an isomorphic copy of F. If wx e 0(F), then

F/<w1> has Frattini quotient isomorphic to that of F. If wx e T but wx $ 0(F),

then d£T; let £> = <</>. 0(FF>) = <0(F), 0(F)), [F, F>]> (by Lemma FC) =

<0(F), wx)>. So [FZ):0(FD)] = [F:0(F)], and FZ)/<w>i> has Frattini quotient of

rank 5.

So by induction on |G|, Gj(wx} has a normal F8, say K/(wx}. w(wx} and í/<h,1>

are central involutions of G/(,wx}, so we may take K^(d, W}. 0(AT) = <w1> and K

is of order 16 and exponent 4; so A" is non-Abelian because otherwise QX(K) would

be a normal EB of G. Therefore Z(K)=W. K n F 0 G and 0(Ä"n F)^0(Ä")

nO(F)=l; so A-n V=Wand \KV\=(,4.

(xiv) In Case 1.3, Z(KV)= W.

Proof. Let ae K,ve IF with av e Z(KV). Then av = (av)d = a"v since d centralizes

V. So ae CK(D) = (d, W). Therefore for xeV, av = (av)x = axvx = avx since

(d, W) centralizes F. So v e Z(V)= W; so av e Z(K)= W.

G acts on KVj W, since KV and IF are normal in G.

(xv) In Case 1.3, Ca(KV/W) = KV.

Proof. Ifnot,takeasubgroupiîofGsuchthatCG(A:F/IF)2A>A'F, [R:KV] = 2,

and R<¡ G. R stabilizes the chain KV> W> 1, and the stability group of this chain

is elementary; so 0(A) centralizes KV. But also <&(R)^KV, so 0(F)sZ(A"F)= IF.

So 0(/?)= IF and [R:<&(R)] = 25; this contradicts (vi).

So GjKV acts faithfully on KV/W. K < G and V<G; so as G-module,

KVj W= (Kj W)x(Vj W) is a direct product of four-groups each invariant under G.

Therefore [G:ä:F]^4. By (vii), |G|^28; so we have |ä:F|=26, |G|=28, and

[G:ä:F] = 4.
G has no subgroups requiring 5 or more generators which contain KV. For by

(vi), G and all its maximal subgroups are four-generator groups; and 0(A"F)= W

so KV is a four-generator group.

Let F be any subgroup of G. We will show TKV requires at least as many

generators as F (i.e., [TKV: <t>(TKV)] ̂ [F: O(F)]). This will prove that every sub-

group of G is a four-generator group, and so finish Case I.

IF is elementary and central in G, so 0(FIF) = 0(F) and hence TW requires at

least as many generators as F. So we will be done if we can show that (TW)KV

requires at least as many generators as TW; i.e., we may assume F^ W.

We will now show [FFFO(F£>)]ä [F: 0(F)]. For 0(FF>) = <0(F),*0(F>), [F, Z>]>

(by Lemma FC) =<0(F), wx}. If FF>#Fthen [0(FF>):0(F)]^2 and [FF>:F] = 2,
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so [FZ>:0(FZ))]^[F:0(F)]. So we may assume that T^D, and therefore that

wx e 0(F).

We will now show [TF: O(FF)] ̂  [T: 0(F)]. For 0(FF) = <0(F), O(F), [T, F]}

ç<0(F), w, Wy since F, W <\ G and [F: IF] = 2. Since wx e O(F), [0(FF):0(F)]

^2, and the conclusion follows. So we may assume that T^F, and therefore

that IFSO(F).

We will now show [FF:0(FF)]^[F:0(F)]. 0(FF) = <0(F), O(F), [F, F]>

£<0(F),F> since F,F<1G and [V:F] = 2. Since IFçO(F), [0(FF):0(F)]á2,

and the conclusion follows. So we may assume F2 F.

We now show [TK: O(FA)] ^ [F: O(F)], which will complete the argument. For

0(FA) = <0(F), 0(A), [T, K]yç<®(T), d, W} since K and (d, Wy <1 G and

[*•:<(/, 1F>] = 2. Since IFçO(F), [0(FA):0(F)]á2, and the conclusion fol-

lows.

Case II. Fyerj maximal subgroup M of G has SCN3 (M) empty. Every proper

subgroup of G is contained in some maximal subgroup, so is a four-generator

group by induction on \G\. So we need only show G is a four-generator group.

If W is central in G, then G is a four-generator group by (vi). Also W<=, O(G) by

(v), so if G is a counterexample to the theorem, then [G: IF]^25, so \G\ ä27.

(xvi) If \G\ =27 and W is noncentral in G, then G is a four-generator group.

Proof. Let K=Ca(W); \K\ =26. By (vi) (applied to K instead of G), K is a four-

generator group, so |0(A)| ^4. W<^a>(G), so if 0(A) # IF then <0(A), IF>^0(G)

=> |0(G)|^8 => [G:0(G)]^16. So if G is not a four-generator group, we must

haveO(A)=W.

0(A) is generated by the squares of the elements of K (by Lemma FB), so there

is x e K, x $ W, with x2 a noncentral involution of G (x2 e W). For this x, if

geG — K then (x9)2 = (x2)9 / x2, so x9^x mod IF. So there are elements a, b e K

with A=<a, b, x, x9>; then G = (a,b,x,gy.

Let D1(Z(G)) = <w>; weO(G) since IF^O(G). Therefore Gj(wy requires as

many generators as G ; so by induction on \G\, G/<w> has a normal F8, K/<w> say.

F<1 G, 0(F) = <w>, and Fis of exponent 4 and order 16. Fis non-Abelian since

otherwise EB^£1X(V)<¡ G.

V~ QB x Z2, DB x Z2, or QB ° Z4. For if x, y e V have [x, y] # 1, then [x, y] = w

and -R = <x,v>se8 or DB. V=RCV(R). \Cv(R)nR\=2, so |Cy(F)|=4 and

CV(R)^EX or Z4. If F4, then F^ ß8 xZ2 or Z)8 x Z2; if Z4, then Fs g8 ° Z4^ D8 °

Z4

If F^ Z>8 x Z2, then G must permute the two F8's E and H of K; then

Na(E) = NG(H) is a maximal subgroup of G with SCN3 nonempty, contrary to

assumption. So V£D6xZ2.

(xvii) In Case II, if Fs QB ° Z4 then G is a four-generator group.

Proof. Write F= Q o <z> where z is central of order 4, z2 = iv, and i, j, k e Q

represent the nonidentity cosets of <w> in Q^ QB. Then the cosets of <w> in V are

represented by /', j, k; z; zi, zj, zk. The cosets represented by i, j, k are the only
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cosets consisting of noncentral elements of order 4 in F, so these cosets are per-

muted by G; hence Q <¡ G. Q contains three Z4's—</>, <_/>, and <&>—which are

permuted by G, so one—say </>—is normal in G. Also (zy = Z(V) O G.

Write C=CG(Q). C<¡ G and [G:Cß]^2. If G>CQ then G = <Cg,g> where

jg = k mod <w>.

By Lemma FA, there is B e SCN (C) with L^<z> and B < G. Every such B is

cyclic; for if not, consider L=<Q2(L), />. Lis a normal Abelian subgroup of G and

contains the three involutions of üi(L) and also the involution zi; so QjtL)^ G and

is of order ä 8.

Write L = <A> of order 2«; ffc2 since zeL. If £ = 2 then Le SCN (C) =• |C|^8

and |G| ^64; then G is a four-generator group since IF^<I>(G). So 1^3.

If C=B then Cg = <A, g> = <A,y, &>, and if G>CQ then G = <A,/g>. So we

may assume C>L. Let CäL>L with [L:L] = 2. L is non-Abelian since

B e SCN (C). The only non-Abelian 2-groups with a cyclic subgroup of index

2 and order 2t are dihedral, semidihedral, generalized quaternion, and P(è) =

<c, A: A has order 2i,c2=l, cbc = b1 + 2t~1}. P($) has exactly three involutions,

which (together with 1) constitute a characteristic four-group.

Let C^R>B with [R:B] = 2 and R < G. R either centralizes or inverts ü^B)

(whose order is ^4). If R centralizes 0\B), then L = L(f) and its characteristic

four-group .AT is normal in G. W^ V, W^ZiV), and X^C, so X centralizes IF and

ÄV IF; so XIF is a normal L8 of G. Therefore R inverts 01iB).

We now show [C:L]^2. For if not, let R, S be subgroups of G with

C^S>R>B, [S:R] = 2, [R:B] = 2, and R, S<1 G. If S/L is cyclic, then

R/B = (S/B)2 so L induces on O^L) the square of the automorphism which S

induces on O *(B) ; but R inverts U X(B) and inversion is not a square in Aut (01(B)).

So S/L is a four-group. Two of the three subgroups properly between S and B,

invert 01(B), and the third centralizes O X(L). G permutes these three subgroups so

must normalize the one which centralizes 01(L), but this is impossible.

Therefore C=<c, A> for ceC-B. CQ = (c,b,j,ky; if iG>CQ then G =

<c, A, / j', g>=<e, A, /, g> for g e G - Cß.

So if G is a counterexample to the theorem, F^ ß8 x Z2. Write F= Q x {h^),

where ß= ß8 has derived group <w>, and w1 e W— <w>. Let /, / & represent the

three nonidentity cosets of <w> in Q. W=Z(V) and F has three maximal subgroups

containing IF, namely <IF, />, <IF,7>, and <IF, A>. These are permuted by G, so

one—say <IF, />—is normal in G.

Write C=CG(F). C <1 G, and by Lemma FA, there is B e SCN (C) with B^ W

and LOG. Now iv is not a square in B; for if x e Ä has x2 = w, then x e ¿i2(B), and

L=<02(L),/, IF> is a normal Abelian subgroup of G; L contains the three

involutions of IF and also the involution xi; so &x(K) <] G and is of rank at least 3,

so contains a normal L8 of G.

SoL=<A>x<iF> where A is of order 2m, m ̂ 1. Ifw>l then <A2m"1> = ü",-l(L<)

<] G and so IF=<A2"1"1, w> is central in G, so that G is a four-generator group by
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(vi). So m=l and 5 = W. IFeSCN(C) and IF central in C => C=W, so

GjW^ Aut(F).

Aut (V). An abstract QB xZ2, with <w> as Frattini subgroup, can be presented

as <x,y, z: x2 = w,y2 = w, y~1xy = xw = x~1; z2—l,zcentral).

Now any a, b, c such that:

(1) a, b are of order 4 and are independent mod the center (there are 12-8 such

ordered pairs (a, b)),

(2) c is a central involution + w (there are two such c)

will generate QB x Z2 and satisfy the same relations as those given above for x, y, z.

So the automorphisms of QB x Z2 are in one-one correspondence with the choices

fora, b, c. So |Aut (F)| = 12-8-2 = 3-64.

We exhibit the following automorphisms of V=(i,j, k, wxy:

It, I,, Ik = inner automorphisms induced by i, j, k. (Then IJ, = Ik.)

a: i, wx -*■ selves, j-+jwx, k -> kwx.

ß'- j, vfi —> selves, i -*■ iwx, k -»■ kwx.

y: k, wx -> selves, /-*■ iwx,]-+-jwx. (Then aß = y.)

£: i,j, k -*■ selves, wx -*■ wwx.

0: i, wx -*• selves, j-^k, k ->/

Jhen<lnn(V),a,ßy^E16.

£ centralizes Inn (F) and £2 = 1 ; £a£ = /fa, {pC-Jft £y£ = 4y.

02=1, 0 centralizes £; 0/(0 = /,, 07,0 = 4 = 4/,, 0«0 = «, 9ß6 = y = aß.

These automorphisms generate a full Sylow 2-subgroup of Aut (K), namely the

Sylow 2-subgroup stabilizing (W, /> and exchanging <IF,y"> and <IF, /c>. We have

chosen notation in G so that <IF, i) <] G, which amounts to saying that Aa(V) lies

in this particular Sylow 2-subgroup of Aut (F).

G/IF->Aut(F) => [G:IF]^64, |G|^28. So by (xvi), |G|=28 and Aa(V) is the

full Sylow 2-subgroup of Aut (F). So G contains elements a0, ß0, y0, l0 inducing

the automorphisms a, ß, y, I on F. Now in Aut (F),

[a, £] = F,        fj3, {] = /„        [y, £] = 4;
hence in G,

[«o, £o] = i,        [A, ?o] = 7,        [yo, lo] = k   mod Co(F) = IF.

O(G)^ IF by (v), and so 0(G) 3 < W, i,j, ky=V. So |0(G)| ^ 16 and [G:0(G)]^24.

This finishes Case II, and hence finishes the proof of the theorem.

2. Some useful results for dealing with simple groups. In this section we present

two useful lemmas, and also establish some notation and properties for

Aut (Z4 x Z4).

Lemma A (Thompson's transfer theorem). Let G be a finite group of even

order with no subgroup of index 2; let T be a Sylow 2-subgroup ofiG, and M a maximal

subgroup of T. Let x e G be an involution outside M. Then some G-conjugate of x

lies in M.
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Proof. Consider the representation G* of G as a permutation-group on the set

{My : y e G} of right cosets of M in G. x* is represented by a product of trans-

positions; the fixed points of x* are the cosets My with Myx = My, i.e., yxy'1 e M.

If no yxy'1 lies in M, then x* is a product of an odd number of transpositions.

Therefore the intersection of G* with the alternating group on {My : y e G} is of

index 2 in G*, contrary to hypothesis.

Lemma 1 (Thompson [10]). Suppose that T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of a simple

group G; SCN3 (L) is empty; and L^ DB. Then T has at most one normal four-group.

Proof. Suppose not, and let A, B be distinct normal four-groups of T. D = (A, B}

is normal in L. If [A, fi]= 1, then D is a normal L8 or L16 of L; therefore [A, B]

= AnBisof order 2, and L»^ DB.

T stabilizes the two chains A > A n B > 1 and B > A n B > 1, hence stabilizes

D > A n B= D' > 1. So T= D ° Cr(L); write C= CT(L). CTiD) can have no normal

four-group R since then RA and RB contain normal L8's of L. Therefore by

Blackburn [3, Theorem 1.1, p. 3], C is cyclic or of maximal class; also, |C|>2

since T"$. DB. A 2-group of maximal class contains a cyclic subgroup of index 2

(Blackburn [2, Theorem 3.4, p. 68]), and is therefore dihedral, semidihedral, or

generalized quaternion; in any case, d>(C) is cyclic. <1>(L) = <I>(C.D) = <I>(C)<1>(L)

(since C and D centralize each other) = <D(C); therefore, the involution z of

D' = C n D is the only involution of L which is a square in T.

(i) If / is an involution, other than z, of L, then Cr(/) contains z as a square.

Proof. The involutions of L other than z are :

1. Involutions of D; for / e D, Cr(/)2 C and C contain z as a square.

2. Involutions of C; their centralizers contain D and so contain z as a square.

3. Cross-involutions, namely cd where ceC—(z}, deD — (zy, and either

c2 = d2 = 1 or c2 = dz = z. If c2 = d2 = z then CTicd) contains c and d, hence contains

z as a square. If c2 = a"2=l, then C must be dihedral or semidihedral; write

C = <y,g : y2 = l,g2° = \,y_1gy = g"1 respectively g"1+2',"1>

where a^3 since C has no normal four-group. Then c ey(g)> if C is dihedral;

c e J<g2> if C is semidihedral. We may alter the choice of notation in C so that

c=y. Then cd is centralized by g2"-2/where/is an element of order 4 in D (since

d£ <z». So CTicd) contains z, g2"~2f, and d; now <z, g2a'2f} is a four-group, and

[g2" zf,d] = [f,d] = z; hence <z, g2"~2/, d}^De with <z> as derived group and so

is square.

(ii) If //z is an involution of L and CT(/) contains z as a square, then / is not

fused to z in G.

Proof. If / is fused to z in G, then there is he G such that /* = z and CT(/)'!çL

(by Sylow's theorem in CGiz)). CT(/)Ä is a subgroup of L which contains z" as a

square; therefore zh — z; but this contradicts /" = z.
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By (i) and (ii), z is not fused in G to any involution of L other than z itself. But

then G cannot be simple, by a theorem of Glauberman (Glauberman [7, Theorem

1]; we shall refer to this theorem as "Glauberman's theorem"). This contradiction

proves Lemma 1.

Aut iZiXZi). Aut (Z4xZ4) is of order 3-32 and contains a characteristic

subgroup 23 + which is the set of automorphisms fixing Qj.(Z4 x Z4) (elementwise)

and is also the stability group of the chain Z^xZ^> £2i(Z4 x Z4) > 1. 93 + ~ L16 and

Aut (Z4xZ4)/93 + ̂ X3. So Aut (Z4 x Z4) has a subgroup § of order 3-16 and index

2 which contains all the Sylow 3-subgroups of Aut (Z4 x Z4). These Sylow 3-

subgroups are therefore conjugate to each other by elements of 93 +. Therefore all

the Sylow 3-subgroups of Aut (Z4 x Z4) have the same effect on 93 + by conjugation.

If <7 is any 3-automorphism of Z4 x Z4, then 93 + =Css + (<r) x [93+ , a] where Cs8 + (ct)

and [93 +, ct] are both four-groups.

Cs + (ct) and [93+ , o] are characteristic subgroups of Aut (Z4 x Z4), so consist of

the same matrices (with integers mod 4 as coefficients) no matter what basis is

chosen for Z4 x Z4. These matrices are:

**<•» G K K K .)■

We write Z for the automorphism of Z4 x Z4 which inverts every element.

Aut (Z4 x Z4) has three Sylow 2-subgroups, which in matrix form are

(G ¡M (G !>-)• - (C M
All three of these Sylow 2-subgroups have the same action on C® + (o) (they

centralize Z=(0   §) and exchange (\   §) and (2   ?)); but they all have different

actions on [93+ , a] (they each centralize a different nonidentity element).

For reference, we compute the action of (?   J) on 93 + :

g îk :)
G ÏK D
G^«C3-Cîr
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Thus

3. The case where [(NG(T) : CG(T)] has odd prime divisors.

Theorem 1. Suppose that T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of a simple group G ; SCN3 (F)

is empty but SCN2 (F) is not empty; and T£ DB. Then (Lemma 1) F has exactly one

normal four-group, say W.

Suppose also that some odd prime divides [NG(T):CG(T)].

Then 3 divides [Na(T):CG(T)], and one of the following holds:

Case 1.1. AG(T) contains a subgroup of order 3 which centralizes W. Then

[(NGT):TCG(T)] = 3; T is isomorphic to the following group of order 27; and G has

at most two classes of involutions, represented by zx and iv:

W = (zx, z2>

CjfW) = (W, i,j, k, t,u,v: (i,j, ky ¡g QB with zx as square,

and (t, u, vy £ QB with zxz2 as square;

U, t] = 1, [j, t] = z2, [k, t] = z2;

[i, u] = z2, [j, u] = 1, [k, u] = z2;

[i, v] = z2, [j, v] = z2, [k, v] = 1>.

F = (CT( rV), T '■ r2 = 1 ; z\ = ¿i, z2 = z2zx ; t centralizes

i,j, andk; [t, t] = iz2, [u, t] = jz2, [v, t] = kz2y.

Case 1.2. AG(T) contains a subgroup of order 3 which acts fixed-point-freely on

W. Then either T is a four-group; or else [7VG(F):FCG(F)] = 3 or 15, and T is iso-

morphic to the following special group of order 26 with exactly three involutions:

A = (ay x (by s Z4 x Z4.

/ /3   0\
T — (A, e,fi h: e has matrix I J on A

/3    2\
fhas matrix I l on A

\0   3/

(I    2\
h has matrix I I on A*6 i)
with respect to the basis {a, b} of A; e2 = b2, f2 = a2b2,

h2 = a2; e,f, h centralizes each other; h = e'Y'1 = efa2

Proof of Theorem 1. By the Schur-Zassenhaus theorem, NG(T) = TS for some

subgroup 5 of odd order. Then SjCs(T) acts faithfully on F/0(F). F/0(F) is of
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rank at most 4 by the four generator theorem. So S/CS(T) ^> GL4(2) and the only

odd prime divisors of [/VG(L):CG(L)] are e {3, 5, 7}.

(i) If 9 is an automorphism of L of odd order, 8 centralizes every normal

Abelian subgroup of L which it normalizes, if and only if 9 centralizes W.

Proof. Suppose 9 centralizes W; let A be a normal Abelian subgroup of T

normalized by 9. A is cyclic or of rank 2. If cyclic, then Aut iA) is a 2-group, so 9

centralizes A. If of rank 2, then &xiA) <J L, so QxiA)= Wby Lemma 1. If A is not

homocyclic, Aut iA) is a 2-group ; for, write A = <a> x <A> where a is of order 2r

and A of order 2s < 2r. Then A/<&iA) is a four-group whose nonidentity elements are

a<S>(A), ab$>(A), and b<I>(A); of these cosets, the first two consist of elements of

order 2r while b<S>(A) consists of elements of order ^2r_1, so the only action

Aut (A) can have on A/<¡>(A) is to exchange a$>(A) and ab®(A). So [Aut (A):

Aut0 (A)] = 2, where Aut0 (A) is the set of automorphisms of A which act trivially

on A/<S>(A). Aut0 iA) ¡s a 2-group, so Aut (A) is a 2-group.

So we may assume A is homocyclic of rank 2. Then Aut (/i)/Aut0 (A)^ S3, and

Aut (/1)/Aut0 (A) induces S3 on each subquotient í2i(/4)/Oj_1(/í), in particular on

W. So the only nonidentity odd-order automorphisms of A are of order 3 and they

are fixed-point-free on IF. Since 9 centralizes W, then, 9 centralizes A.

Let q be any odd prime divisor of [/VG(L) : CGiT)] and let g/Cs(L) be a subgroup

of S/CsiT) of order a.

(ii) If g centralizes W, then Ty = [L, g] is a special 2-group.

Proof. Let A be a characteristic Abelian subgroup of L^ Since L! is normal in

L, /Í is normal in L, and g centralizes ^ by (i). Also [Tx, g] = Lj. Therefore Tx is

special by a theorem of Thompson (Huppert [9, Satz III. 13.6, p. 352]).

Tx < T, so <¡>iTx) < L; hence if T% is special, \<J>iTx)\^4. Also [Li:O^)]^ 16

by the four generator theorem. If m = rank of TJ^iTx), then m ^4 but also e

divides m, where e is the smallest positive integer such that 2e — 1 is divisible by q.

Tx/HTx) is fixed-point-free under g.

Suppose a = 7. Then g centralizes IF and so Tx is special by (ii) ; and m has to be

3. Tx <I Lso cannot be elementary of order 8; hence 0(L1)> 1. |<D(L!)|=2 or 4 and

so g centralizes <S>iTx). Therefore if L0 is a hyperplane of ^(Lj), g acts on 7\/L0.

But Tx/T0 is a nonelementary group of order 16, and no such group admits an

automorphism of order 7. This contradiction establishes that 7 does not divide

[A^G(L):CG(L)].

Suppose a = 5. Then g centralizes IF and so Tx is special by (ii); and m has to be

4. We observe that T=TX. For in any case, L=CT(g)L1; so if T>Tx, there is

T2>Tx such that L2 admits Lg and [L2:Li] = 2.

T2/<J>iTx) = Cr2/<t(ri)(g)[L2/0(L1), g]

= CT2l<HTl)iQ)Tx/^iTx).

So L2/<D(L1) = </3)(L1), Txl<t>iTx)} where /<D(Li) is fixed by g and Tx/HTx) is

irreducible under g, and /2 e O(Lj). [Lj/^Lí), /] is a proper g-subgroup of
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Fi/0(Fi), so is 1. But then T2¡<5>(TX) is elementary of rank 5, contradicting the four

generator theorem.

Therefore T=TX is special; |0(F)| =2 or 4. If 2, then Fs QB ° QB or QB o DB.

QB ° QB admits no automorphism of order 5, so F= QB° DB; but QB ° DB has more

than one normal four-group, contrary to Lemma 1.

So |0(F)|=4, and IF=0(F) = Z(F) = F'. IF contains all the involutions of F

since if x e F were an involution outside W, then <x, Wy would be a normal EB of

T. Therefore by Glauberman's theorem, all the involutions of W must be fused

together in G; and so fused in NG(T) by Burnside's theorem (Huppert [9,

Hilfssatz IV.2.5, p. 418]).

So 3 divides [NG(T):CG(T)], 7 does not. Now |GF4(2)| =26-32-5-7; so

S/CS(T) ^> GF4(2) and is of order 3 • 5 or 32 • 5. But GF4(2) contains no subgroups of

order 32-5. For a group of this order must be Abelian by Sylow's theorem. Now a

Sylow 3-subgroup of GF4(2) is of form <0> x <^> where 0 has a two-dimensional

fixed point set and >p has no nonzero fixed points; 0 cannot be centralized by a

5-element of GF4(2) since 5-elements have no invariant two-dimensional subspaces.

So [S: CS(F)]= 15; and S/CS(T) contains a subgroup of order 3 which acts

fixed-point-freely on W. (This situation will be investigated in greater detail under

Case 1.2.)

We now have that 3 must divide [NG(T):CG(T)] and that S/CS(T) is Abelian of

order 3, 9, or 15.

Case 1.1. S/CS(T) contains a subgroup QjCs(T) of order 3 which centralizes W.

TX = [T, Q] is normal in TQ. For xeS, T?=[T, Q]X = [TX, QX] = [T, Q] (since

S/CS(T) is Abelian) = TX. So NG(T) = TS normalizes Tx.

(iii) No element of Z(T) n Tx can be fused in G to a central element of T

which lies outside Tx.

Proof. Fusion within Z(T) is all accomplished in NG(T) by Burnside's theorem;

and Na(T) cannot conjugate an element of Tx to an element outside Tx.

Tx is special, and m = rank Tx/<t>(Tx) is 2 or 4.

(iv) If m = 2 then T cannot be a Sylow 2-subgroup of a simple group G.

Proof. Suppose m = 2. If Tx is Abelian then Tx is a normal four-group of T.

TX^W since Tx is fixed-point-free under Q and W is centralized by Q. But F has

only one normal four-group by Lemma 1.

So Tx is non-Abelian with [TX:TX]=4. But F/is also special, so T[ = Z(TX)

= 0(FX) is elementary. So if Tx = (x, yy (for x and y independent mod O(Fj)), then

T'x = ([x, y]y so is of order 2. So \TX\ =8 and TX^DB or QB. Tx admits a nontrivial

3-automorphism, so TX^QB.

The central involution z of Tx is central in F. By Glauberman's theorem, z is

fused in G to some other involution of F. So by (iii), z is fused to a noncentral

involution of T.

[TJ(zy, T] is a proper g-subgroup of Tx/(zy, so is 1, i.e., F centralizes Tx/(zy.

Therefore T=C° Tx, where C=CT(TX), and SCN3 (F) empty => SCN3 (C) empty.
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The noncentral involutions of Fare of two forms: (1) the noncentral involutions

of C (these are centralized by Tx) ; (2) xy where x e C, x2 = z, y e Tx — <z> (these are

centralized by y). So for every noncentral involution t of F, CT(t) contains z as a

square.

Case 1. Every element of SCN (C) is cyclic (i.e., C has no normal four-group).

Then C is cyclic or of maximal class (Blackburn [3, Theorem 1.1, p. 3]). If of

maximal class, C is dihedral, semidihedral, or generalized quaternion (as in proof

of Lemma 1). z is the only involution of F which is a square in T, since O(F)

= 0(C)0(F1) = 0(C) is cyclic.

Some involution t^z of F is fused to z in G; there is geG with t9 = z and

Cr(i)9 = F. CT(t)° must be a subgroup of F which contains t9 = z as a nonsquare and

z9 as a square; but then z" must be z, which contradicts t9 = z.

Case 2. Some B e SCN (C) is not cyclic.

1.2.1. If H is any normal Abelian rank 2 subgroup of C, then z is not a square

in//.

Proof. There is y e Tx with y2 = z. Suppose heH has h2 = z. (y, H y is a normal

Abelian subgroup of F= C ° Fx. But <^, //> contains the three involutions of H

and also the involution yh; so ^«j, //» is of order ^ 8, contradicting SCN3 (F)

empty.

ze5, but z is not a square in B (1.2.1). 5 = <6>x<z> where b is of order 2a

(a£l). ^(5)= IF.

Ifa=l then Be SCN (C) => C=5or C^DS. If C=ß then F has no noncentral

involutions, which is impossible because z must be fused in G to a noncentral

involution of F. C^DB is impossible by Lemma 1.

If a £ 2, let //= £2a(5) = (b2" ' 2> x <z>.

1.2.2. B = CC(H).

Proof. Immediate if a = 2, since then H=Be SCN (C).

If a^3 and CC(H)>B, let CC(H)^R>B where Ä < F and [/î:5] = 2; write

R = (r, By. Then r2 e 5, so r induces (by conjugation) an automorphism of order

2 of B. Therefore r~1br = bw or b~xw for some w e W. But if the latter, then r does

not centralize H. So r~ ^br = bw for some w eW.

CB(r) = (b2, Wy; r2 e CB(r). For any integer i,

rrbiy = r2tbwybi = ^V.

So we can choose r e R — B so that r2 e W.

If there is some r e R — B with r2 = 1, then </■, Wy is precisely the set of in-

volutions of R and so is a normal EB of F, contradicting SCN3 (F) empty.

So Ä —5 contains no involutions, but there is r e R — B with r2 eW but r2^ 1,

and (r, //> is precisely the set of elements of order ^ 4 in F. So (r, //> O F.

<r, //> is Abelian of order 16 and exponent 4 and contains only three involutions,

so every involution—including z—of (r, //> is a square in (r, //>, contradictory to

1.2.1.
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Since aä2, O" X(L) consists of a single involution ==z. öa X(L) <I Land z is

central in L; so IF is central in L. So L stabilizes the two chains H> W> 1 and

L1><z>>1.

Since the stability groups of these chains are elementary, <I>(L)^Cr(L1) n CTiH)

= CC(//) = L by 1.2.2. Therefore, no involution of T—B is a square in L.

The involutions of B (being just those of IF) are central in L. So some involution

/ of T-B must be fused to z in G; there is g e G with /5 = z and CTit)g^T. Cr(/)9

must be a subgroup of L which contains ts = z as a nonsquare and z9 as a square.

The only involutions of L which could be squares in L are central, and we have seen

that z is fused to no central involution of T other than itself; so z9 = z, which

contradicts t9 = z.

By (iv), TJHTx) is of rank 4. Since Lx <1 L, (D(L1)#1. The g-module

V=Txl<S>iT1) is fixed-point-free under g, and its fifteen nonidentity elements fall

into five g-orbits of length 3, each of which (together with 1) constitutes an ir-

reducible g-submodule of V. Moreover, if F1( V2 are any two irreducible g-

submodules of V, with nonidentity elements x1; yx, zx respectively x2, y2, z2 such

that the two sets x¡, y¡, z¡ (/= 1, 2) are cycled in the same order by a given generator

of g/Cs(L), then all five irreducible g-submodules of F are exhibited as columns in

the following chart:

Xx   x2   XiX2   XxZ2   Xxy2

(v) yx   y2  yxy2  yxx2  yxz%

zi  zi   zxzi   zxy2  zxx2.

Moreover, if we choose a generator aCs(T) for Q/CS(T), and choose x{, yt, zt so

that xf=yh yf = zx, z? = x¡ (/= 1, 2), then a transforms each element in the chart (v)

to the one below it.

L = CTiQ)Tx    and    CT(g) n T¡ S QiTJ.

(vi) CT(V) = Tx.

Proof. If not, there is R with T^R>TX, [R:Tx] = 2, L = <r, Tx) for r e CT(Q),

and L^Cr(F). L/0(Lx) contains a central subgroup of index 2 and so is Abelian.

r2eCTiQ) n Tx^^iTx), so L/0>(Li) is elementary of rank 5, contradicting the

four-generator theorem.

In fact, Cr(g) n 71 = 0(L1). For if |0(L1)|=2, then g centralizes O(Ll) since

it normalizes ^(Tx); and if ^(L^l =4 then <1>(L1)= IF by Lemma 1, so g centralizes

<S>(Tx) by hypothesis on g. Thus T/d>iTx) is a split extension of F by Cr(g)/0(ri);

and the action of T/Tx on Fis the same as that of Cr(g)/0(L1).

So the action of T/Tx on V centralizes that of g/Cs(L). Therefore each / e T

permutes the five irreducible g-submodules of V, and centralizes any which it

normalizes.

(vii) If T>TX, then L normalizes exactly one of the irreducible g-submodules of
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V, say F/0(Fj). Moreover, for every teT-Tx, E/<Ï>(TX) is the only irreducible

g-submodule normalized by t.

Proof. There are five irreducible g-submodules, so at least one—say Vx—is sent

to itself by T. If t e T— Tx normalized Vx and also another irreducible g-sub-

module F2, then t would centralize Vx and F2, hence would centralize Vxx F2 = V,

contradicting (vi).

(viii) If U is an irreducible g-submodule of V, and U=Kj$>(Tx), then: if

|0(Fi)| =2, K is s either EB or g8; if |0(Fj)| =4, A is s either F16 or g8 xZ2.

Proof. If |0(Fi)| =2, then \K\ =8. The only Abelian group of order 8 having an

elementary quotient admitting a fixed-point-free automorphism of order 3, is EB;

the only non-Abelian one is g8.

If |0(Fi)| =4, then ®(TX)=W. \K\ = 16 and IF is central in K, and K/Wis a four-

group.

If K is Abelian, A^F16. For K is of exponent at most 4. Now the order of

x e K depends only on xW since IF is central and elementary in K. So if there is

x e K of order 4, then (via g) every coset of Win A (other than IF itself) consists of

elements of order 4. So A^Z4 x Z4. But the 3-automorphisms of this would not

centralize W.

If A" is non-Abelian then A= g8 xZ2. For W=Z(K), and K has three maximal

subgroups (all Abelian) containing W, which are permuted cyclically by g and are

therefore isomorphic. If they are isomorphic to Z4 x Z2, we can choose i,j, k e K

which together with IF generate these three maximal subgroups, and such that

ia=j,ja = k,ka = i. i2 = W7L 1, w e W.j2 = (ia)2 = (i2)a = wa = wsince gcentralizes IF;

similarly k2 = w. And also [i,}} — [], k] = [k, i] = w, since (for instance)

w = (U)2   (since ij = k   mod W) = i2[/,./_1]/'2

= i V2 [i, j ]   since j-1 =j   mod Z(K)

= ww[i,j]

= [iJl
Therefore (i,j, k, w>s g8, and K^ g8 x Z2.

If these three maximal subgroups of A are =EB, then we can choose involutions

i,j, k of A which together with IF generate these three maximal subgroups, and such

that ia=j, ja = k, ka = i. Now ij=k mod W, so (ij)2 = k2= 1. But since i and j are

involutions, (ij)2 = [i,j]; so K=(i,j, Wy is Abelian, contrary to assumption,

(ix) |0(Fi)| =4 (and therefore ®(TX)= W).

Proof. If 10(FX) | = 2, then E O F => E^ g8 by (viii). T, = E o CTl(E). CTl(E) is

g-invariant, so by (viii) is =F8 or g8; but also CTl(E) <¡ T, so CTl(E)^ QB; and

.   T=TX by (vii). But then Fs gs ° gs, which has normal F8's.

(x) Fs g8 x Z2, and CTl(E) = W= <S>(TX).

Proof. Since E<iT, E^ QBxZ2 by (viii).

CTl(E) n E=Z(E)= W. Cn(E) is g-invariant and normal in F, so if CTl(E)> W

then F=F1 by (vii) and CTl(E)^ QBxZ2 by (viii).
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Suppose the square of CTliE) is the same (nonidentity) element of W as the

square of L. Then take xy, Ji, zx e L, x2, y2, z2 e CTl(E), or order 4 and cyclically

permuted by g ; and make the chart (v) using the images in Tx/ W of these x(, y{, z¡

(/= 1, 2). Then the first two columns in the chart contain cosets of IF which consist

of elements of order 4; and the last three columns (the "diagonals") contain cosets

of W which consist of involutions. These latter three then come from L16's of Tx,

the first two from g8 x Z2's (by (viii)). L permutes these three L16's so must nor-

malize one, contradicting SCN3 (L) empty.

Therefore the square of CTl(E) is different from the square of E; so T=TX

S g8 x g8. But this is impossible by (xi).

(xi) If L£ g8 x g8 then L cannot be a Sylow 2-subgroup of a simple group G

(Glauberman [7, Corollary 8, p. 419]).

Proof. Write the two g8's with generators /, /, k and square z, respectively

a, b, c and square x, so that T=(f,j, k} x <a, A, c>. Then z, x are each the square of

twelve elements of L while zx is the square of thirty-six elements of L. So zx is a

characteristic involution of L. z, x, and zx are the only involutions of T, so by

Glauberman's theorem, zx is conjugate in G to z or x. Hence by Burnside's theorem

zx is conjugate in NG(T) to z or x, but this is impossible since zx is a characteristic

involution of L.

(xii) Elements i,j, k, t, u, v, zu z2 e Tx can be chosen so that:

w=<.zx,z2y.

L=</, A k, z2> and </,y, k} is a g8 with zx as square. ia=j,ja = k, ka = i.

</, u, v} is a g8 with Zxz2 as square. ta = u, ua = v, va = t.

[/, /] = 1, [j, t] = z2,        [k, t] = z2.

[/, u] = z2,        [j, u] = 1, [k, u] = z2.

[i, v] = z2,        [j, v] = z2,        [£, p] = 1.

Proof. By (x), Tx/W '**■' the stability group of E>W>1. But Tx/W^E16S the

stability group of L> IF> 1 ; so Tx/W induces the full stability group. So if zx is

the square of L and we choose /, j, ke E so that (j,j, k} is a g8 and L=</,/ k)>

x <z2>, then there are elements /, u, v of Lj such that ■

i* - i, f = Jz2,       k* = &z2,

i   = iz2,       j   = j, k   = /cz2,

I     ^  IZ2, J     — Jz2, tc    ^— iC.

(These three automorphisms are the nonidentity elements of a four-group in Aut L,

namely the subgroup "shearing </,/ /c> onto z2.")

If i,j, ke E have been chosen so that ia=j,ja = k, and fe°=i (the proof of (viii)

shows that they can be so chosen), then the relations

[/,/] = 1,        [j,t] = z2,       [k,t] = z2
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become, under conjugation by a,

[j, r°] = 1,        [k, ta] = z2, [I, ta] = z2;

[k, t"2] = 1,        [/, t"2] = z2,        [j, /<*2] = z2.

Therefore u=ta mod IF and v = ta2 mod IF; and since IF is central in L1; we can

choose /, u, v acting as above on L so that ta = u, ua = v, va = t.

</, u, v, W)/W is one of the five irreducible g-submodules of V. The chart (v)

for the submodules </,/ k, W)/W and </, u, v, IF>/IFis

/ / it iv iu

j u ju jt jv

k    v   kv   ku   kt.

(Note that {/,/ k} and {/, u, v} are "sharper" sets of generators than were assumed

in (v), in the sense that g permutes {/,_/, k) and {/, u, v} themselves, not just their

cosets modulo W. This same sharpness with respect to g holds then for all five

columns in the chart.) The inverse image in Tx of each submodule is isomorphic to

Lie or g8 x Z2, by (viii).

</, u, v, W}~ QBxZ2. For if L16, then by squaring elements in the columns of

the chart we see that </, u, v, W) is the only Eie of the five; thus </, u, v, W} <1 T,

contradicting SCN3 (L) empty.

The square in </, u, v, W) is not z^the square in (ß,j, k~). For if it were, the

squares in the five would be: zlt zx, 1, z2, z2 respectively; so again one and only one

£L16 and would be normal in L.

We now show that the square in </, u, v, W} is not z2 (whereupon it must be

ZxZ2, and (xii) is proved).

Suppose the square in </, u, v, W) is z2. Then </, u, v} centralizes (it,ju, kv}

(which shears </,/ k} onto ZxZ2 and has square ZxZ2), so Tx=QBx g8. T>Tx by

(xi). Take new notation in Tx as follows: let <a, b, c>, <a", e,/> be g8's of 7\ with

squares x, y respectively, such that

Tx = <a, A, c> x <d, e,/>,

and the sets a, A, c and d, e,/are cycled in the same order by g. The chart (v) for

these generators is

a d ad af ae

b e be bd bf

c f cf ce cd

Squares: x y xy xy xy.

Now the subgroups <a, b, c, W} and <o", e,/ W} of Lx centralize each other,

while the subgroups of Lx corresponding to the last three columns of the chart have
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centralizer in Tx equal to IF. Therefore F must act separately on the first two and

two of the last three; and so [T:TX] = 2 (by (vii)), F exchanges (a, b, c, Wy and

(d, e, fi Wy, and therefore W is not central in F. F= CT(Q)TX and CT(g) n Tx = W.

\Ct(Q)\ =8 and CT(Q) is non-Abelian (since IF is not central in F), so CT(Q)=DB

and we can take an involution t e Cr(g) such that CT(Q) = (W, t>. d, e,f can be

chosen so that a^o", bz = e, cl=f. Then Cy(r)^<aa', ¿>e, cfi Wy/W; Cv(t) = EJWís

of order 4 by (vii), so E=(ad, be, cfi Wy.

We now show that T—Tx = tTx contains eight involutions, all conjugate in F

to t. The involutions of tTx are the elements tA: where keTx and t inverts k. V is

elementary, so each such k must have kW e Cv(t), and the involutions of tTx all

lie in T(ad, be, cfi, Wy.

The involutions of tW are r and Txy = Tx.

TadW, TbeW, and tc/IF are sent to one another by g, since r e CT(Q). Also g

normalizes F. If all the involutions of TadW are F-conjugate to t, then all the

involutions of the g-conjugates of Tad W mil be F-conjugate to r (since r e CT(Q)).

Hence all the involutions of r(ad, be, cfi Wy will be F-conjugate to t.

TadW—{Tad, Tadxy, Tadx, Tady}. We compute that:

(ad)x = da — ad   since a centralizes d.

(adxyf = adxy.

(adxy~ = day; (adx)(day) = (ad)(da)xy = 1.

(ady)1 = dax; (ady)(dax) = 1.

So the involutions of TadW are Tadx and Tady. Now

Ta = T(7-a_1T)a = Td~xa = Tdya = raoy.

t" = (ra)* = (Tady)x = T*aay = Txyaay = raax.

So the involutions of TadW are F-conjugate to t. Hence the involutions of tTx are

all conjugate to t in F.

We now show that this F cannot be a Sylow 2-subgroup of a simple group G.

The F-conjugacy classes of involutions of F are {xy}, {x, y}, and the eight in-

volutions of tTx. By Glauberman's theorem, xy is fused in G to t or to x.

Suppose xv is fused to r; then there is geG with Tff = x>> and Ct(t)9çF. Ct(t)

is of order |F|/8=16, so |CTi(t)|=8; CTl(T) = (ad, be, cfi xyy^QB. Thus Ct(t)

contains xy as a square. So Ct(t)9^ T contains (xv)9 as a square. Now 0(F)^Fi

and the only involutions of Tx are x, j and xy; so the only involutions of F which

are squares in F, are x, j, and xy. (xy)9 =£ xy, so (xv)5 = x or y.

So if t is fused to xy, then x is fused to xy. So in any case x is fused to xy in G,

and there is ge G with x9 = xy and CT(x)9 = T[^T. Tx is the only maximal sub-

group of F to contain a central four-group in which every element is a square; so

T9 = TX. But then x" = xy is impossible because xy is a characteristic involution

of Tx.
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(xiii) Tx is generated by two Lie's; and [L:L!] = 2.

Proof. The chart (v) for the generators {/, j, k} and {/, u, v} is

/ / it iv iu

j « P ./'/ jv

k v kv ku kt

Squares:                              zx zxz2 z2 1 1.

So by (viii), the last two submodules come from L16's of Tx. T must act separately

on the two sets of submodules other than E/ W which come from g8 x Z2's re-

spectively L]6's; so [L:Lj] = 2 by (vii).

(xiv) T=TxCT(Q) where CT(Q)^DB. We can take an involution r e CT(Q)- W

such that

L = </,y, k, t, u, v, Zx, z2, t: i,j, k, t, u, v, zi5 z2

satisfy the relations given in (xii);

z\ = Zx, z\ = ZxZ2; t2 = 1 ; t centralizes i,j, and k;

[/, t] = iz2, [u, t] = jz2, [v, t] = kz2}.

Proof. T=TxCT(Q) and TxnCT(Q)=W; so |CT(g)[=8. L must conjugate

</, u, v, Wy to (Jt,ju, kv, W), and hence ZiZ2 to z2. So CT(g)= L8 and there is an

involution t e Cr(g) such that Cr(g) = <IF, t>.

By (vii), Cv(t)^E/W. The automorphism X induced on V by t is of order 2, so

in the ring of endomorphisms of V, 0 = X2— 1 = (X— l)2, and so

Ker iX- 1) S Im iX-1)

Cyir) [V, t).

Also DimKer(A'-l) + DimIm(A'-l) = Dim(F) = 4; so Cv(t)=[F, t] = L/IF.

Since t e CT(Q) and t normalizes E/W, r centralizes E/W, and so [/, t], [j, r],

and [k, t] are all e W. We will now show that [/, t] = [j, t] = [k, t]= 1. For, writing

[/, t] = w e W and conjugating by a, we get

W = Wa = [Ia, ra] = [j, r],

and similarly w=[k, t]. Now either ij=k or y = Ä:z1; since zx e Z(L), in either case

we have (ij)l = (ij)w. So

(y)w = (ify = if = iiw)ijw) = //h-2 = y'.

Hence w = 1.

We will now normalize /, j, and & so that [/, t] = /z2, [«, t] =yz2, [t;, t] = kz2.

Since L/ IF= Cv(t) = [ V, r], [/, r] = e for some e e L. Now /2 = ZiZ2 ; conjugating by

t, we get

z2 = (jay = (fx)2 = (íe)2 = í2ete = ZiZ2ete_
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So e must satisfy ete = zx. The elements of E satisfying this are {iw : we W}. So

V = tiw for some weW.

Now i~hj~l, k'1 are carried to one another by a as are i,j, and k, and indeed

they satisfy the relations of (xii) with respect to t, u, v, zx, z2 just as do i, j, and k.

So if necessary we may replace i,j, k by i'1, j _1, k'1 to get: w= 1 or z2.

Since t2 = 1,

t = t*2 = (tiw)1 = fVW

= (íw)¡y = tzxwwl.

Therefore w must satisfy H'wt = z1. So w = z2, and [r, t] = /z2. Conjugating by a, we

get [i, Tf=[ta, Ta] = [u, t]=jz2; and [y, r] = /cz2.

So the isomorphism type of F is determined.

0(F) = Fis of index 8 in F; so 5\[NG(T):CG(T)] since an automorphism of order

5 of F must act faithfully on F/0(F) and 5 does not divide |GF3(2)|. Therefore

|7VG(F):FCG(F)] = 3, as claimed in the statement of Theorem 1.

We will now show that G has at most two classes of involutions, represented by

zx and iv.

The involutions of Tx are the nonidentity elements of the two Fi6's X=

(iv,jt,ku, Wy and Y=Xz = (iu,jv,kt, Wy. The involutions of tTx are the elements

TT where r e Tx and t inverts r. Such r must have rWe Cv(t) = E/W, hence r e E;

so the involutions of tTx lie in tE. The involutions of tIF are r and tzx. The in-

volutions of tíW={tí, tízx, tíz2, tízxz2} are t/z2 and tízxz2; conjugating by a, we

find that r/IFand t/cIF likewise contain two involutions each. Hence tTx contains

eight involutions.

Now (CTi(t), Wy/W^Cv(T) = EjW, hence CTi(t)^E. Computing inside E, we

get Ce(t) = (íJ, ky. So [F!:CTi(t)] = 8, so there are eight F^conjugates of t, all

lying in rtx. Hence all the involutions of tTx are Fj-conjugate.

Also, each coset of W in X is a single F^conjugacy class of involutions; for

[iv, Tx] contains:

[iv, i] = [v, i] = z2,

[iv,j] = [i,j][v,j] = zxz2,

[iv, k] = [i, k][v, k] = zx.

Hence [iv, TX]=W. Conjugating by a, we get [jt, Tx]= W and [ku, Tx]= W. So

X- W is a single class under TXQ. Since X%= Y, (X- W) u ( Y- W) is a single

class under Fg.

So there are four classes of involutions of F under conjugation by Fg, namely

{zi}; {¿2, zxz2}; the involutions of tTx; and (X— W) u (Y— W). In particular, X

and Y are the only EXBs of T. Also, 0(F) = E, so the only involutions which are

squares in F are the involutions of IF.

(xv) If t and zx are fused in G, then z2 and zx are fused in G.
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Proof. Suppose r is G-conjugate to zx. Ct(t) = <t, /,/ ky, so zx is a square in

Ct(t). So if T* is a Sylow 2-subgroup of Cg(t) (and hence of G) with L* 2 Ct(t),

then Zi is a square in L*, so zx e IF*. Also t e IF*. So IF* contains two different

G-conjugates of the central involution t of L*.

(xvi) t and Zi are fused in G (whereupon by (xv), G has at most two classes of

involutions, represented by zx and iv).

Proof, t is fused to some element of Tx, by Lemma A. If t is not fused to zi3

then one of the following holds :

(xvi.i) t is fused to z2, and zx is not fused to z2 or r.

(xvi.ii) t is not fused to z2 but is fused to iv e X, and zx is not fused to iv, and z2

is not fused to iv.

If (xvi.ii) holds, then CT(iv)=X and CT(r) = ((i,j, ky x<t»9 are both Sylow

2-subgroups of CG(/V) (where rg = iv). But this contradicts Sylow's theorem in

CG(iv) since A^ g8 x Z2.

Therefore (xvi.i) holds. zx is fused to some involution of L other than itself, by

Glauberman's theorem; therefore Zj is fused to iv.

Now Tx, QsNG(X) and Tx is a Sylow 2-subgroup of A^Z). CTl(X) = X and

^0(^0= £4"• We will show that A0(X) is transitive on the nonidentity elements of

X, which contradicts (xvi.i) and so proves (xvi). We already have that X— IF is a

single class under Ljg.

Since Zx is fused to iv, there is a Sylow 2-subgroup L* of G in which iv is the

central involution, such that T*^X=CT(iv). L* is then a Sylow 2-subgroup of

NG(X) (since Tx* is the normalizer in L* of both of the Lie's of T*), and there is

yeNGiX) with iTi*)y = Tx. Then iW*)"=W, so (/»)" e W. So the set (X-W)

u {(/#)"} is part of an orbit of AG(X) on the nonidentity elements of X. No orbit

of Aa(X) can have size 13 since 13 does not divide |GL4(2)|. So if AG(X) is not

transitive, it must have two orbits of sizes 14 and 1, the orbit of size 1 being ç W;

call this orbit {z}.

If this occurs, we observe that AG(X) is faithfully represented on X/(zy, i.e.,

AG(X) intersects the stability group L of the chain X> <z> > 1 trivially. For

^g(^) n L <] AGiX); and since ATliX) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of AGiX) and

[X, Tx] is all of W, AGiX) n L has order 2 (if nontrivial). Then A0iX)/AaiX) n L

has order twice an odd number, so has a normal 2-complement Nx/AaiX) n L;

Nx has order twice an odd number so has a normal 2-complement N. N is then a

normal 2-complement in AGiX). But AGiX) contains ATlQiX) which does not have

a normal 2-complement; so AGiX) cannot have a normal 2-complement.

So AGiX) has a faithful representation in GL3(2), whose order is 23-3-7.

Moreover, |/4G(A")| is 12 times an odd number and is divisible by 14, so is 12-7;

but this is impossible since GL3(2) has no subgroups of index 2.

Case 1.2. S/CS(T) contains a subgroup Q/CS(T) of order 3 which acts fixed-point-

freely on W. Then W=Q.x(Z(T)).

Let A be a subgroup of L with A^W, A Abelian, A <1 Lg, and A maximal
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subject to these conditions. A is of rank 2 and is homocyclic (for we have seen in the

proof of (i) in Case 1.1 that a nonhomocyclic group would not admit an

automorphism of order 3).

IfA=W, then F= IF (so that Fis a four-group). For suppose T> A= W. TQ acts

on T/Wand preserves Clx(Z(TjW))=Z/W say; moreover, Facts trivially on ZjW,

so the Fg-invariant subgroups of Zj W are just the g-invariant subgroups. Suppose

Cz/W(g)> 1. Then there is a Fg-invariant subgroup L of F with Z^L> W, and

[L: IF] = 2. But IF is central in F, so L is Abelian, which contradicts the maximality

of A = W. Therefore Zj W is fixed-point-free under g and is a direct product of

irreducible g-modules, each of which is a four-group. Let Kj W be one of these

irreducible g-modules ; then W is central in K, and g acts fixed-point-freely on IF

and on Kj W. We now show (Lemma 2) that A is Abelian, which again contradicts

the maximality of A = W.

Lemma 2. Let K be a group of order 16, with a central four-subgroup W, such that

K admits an automorphism o of order 3 which preserves W and acts fixed-point-

freely on W and on Kj W. Then K^ EX6 or Z±xZ±.

Proof. Let ke K, k$ W. kW, (kW)a, and (kW)"2 are the three nonidentity

cosets of W in A", k2 e W, and since IF is elementary and central, (k W)2 = k2.

If Jfc»-1, then (kW)2 = ((kW)°)2 = ((kWy2)2=l, and so K is of exponent 2 and

hence elementary Abelian.

If k2 = wj=l, then (kW)2 = w; ((kWY)2 = wa; and ((kW)"2)2 = w"2. So each

element of IF is a square in K.

Now K=(k, k", IF>;and

[k,ka] = k-^Y^k" = kwk°Wkk° = ww°(kk°)2. •

But kk'^k"2 mod W, so (kk")2 = w"2; so

[k,ka] = wwaw"2 = 1.

So A" is Abelian of exponent 4 and every involution is a square; hence A"^Z4 x Z4.

If T=A then G cannot be simple unless F is a four-group, by a result of R.

Brauer [4, Theorem 1, p. 317].

Thus if Fis not a four-group, T> A > W. Let B=Q.2(A); B^Zé x Z4.

(xvii) A = CT(B).

Proof. CT(B) is g-invariant. Also CT(B) is metacyclic (Alperin [1, Corollary,

p. 110]) and the only metacyclic 2-group admitting an automorphism of order 3

which acts on IF as g does, is Abelian (since otherwise its derived group is cyclic

and g-invariant) and homocyclic; so CT(B) = A by maximality of A.

Therefore T/A ¿-> Aut B; since F centralizes W, F/,4-^ 93 + (see Chapter II).

TjA is g-invariant, so the image of T/A in 93 + either contains [93+ , o] or else is

contained in Csb + (<t) (where <j is any 3-automorphism of B).

We now show that A must be of exponent 4.
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(xviii) If A is of exponent 2r for r ^ 3, then the subgroup of 93 + induced on B by

T/A does not contain [93+ , a] (and hence lies in C» + (a)).

Proof. Suppose the contrary, and let Lj be the inverse image in Lof [93+ , er]; T±

is fixed-point-free under g since A and TJA are.

If Tx — A has no involutions then Tr is of exponent 4 by a result of G. Higman

[8], which contradicts our assumption regarding A.

So Tx contains an involution /, / 4- A. Let p be a generator for AQ(T); since p is

fixed-point-free on Tx,

ttpt"2 = 1,      //"V = l

and therefore t" commutes with t"2; hence also [tp2,t]=l and [/, t"] = l, so /, /",

and t"2 all centralize each other. tt°t"2 is fixed by p, so must equal 1. Also 1, /, /", t"2

form a complete set of coset representatives for A in Lj. So they constitute a four-

group V which is a g-complement to A in Tx.

Choose a basis for A, and take the 2r~2th powers of the members of this basis as

a basis for B. We can then write matrices for automorphisms of A and B.

[93 + , a] contains the matrix (I 2), so there is v e V such that v induces (2 ?) on

B. If ("   %) is the matrix of v on A, we have

n-Gr)—-
Since f2 = 1, we also have

-w /«2 + |3y    ¿S(a + 8)\       /«   ß\2      ¡I    0\

<"> U+3)   /*y + S2Hy    s)   S(o    l)    m°d2-

/? and y are each twice an odd number by (*), so (a+ S) is a multiple of 2r_1 by (**).

Also a2=S2 by (**), i.e. (a8_1)2=l. (a and 8 are odd and therefore invertible

mod 2r.) Therefore a8~x= ± 1 +/2r_1 for /=0 or 1 ; i.e.,

a = 8i±l+i2T~1).

Therefore a + S=8(± 1 + 1 +/2r_1) is =0mod2r_1, so —1 must occur, i.e.

a= — 8 + /2r_1. But then a= — S mod 4, whereas (*) implies that a = 8 mod 4. This

contradiction establishes (xviii).

(xix) If A is of exponent 2r for rS3, then [L:^4] = 2, and for suitable choice of

basis in A,

I / — i+i2r-1 j2r~1        \
T = (A,t:t2= 1 and the matrix of / on A is , , )

for some i,j=0 or 1.

Proof. By (xviii), the subgroup of 33+ induced on B by T/A lies in Cis + (a), and

so [L, Q] = A. T=[T, g]CT(g) splits L over A, with CT(g) elementary of order 2

or 4.
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All the elements of order 3 in Aut (A) are conjugate in Aut (A). So if p is a chosen

generator for AQ(T), we can take any 3-matrix we like to represent the action of

p on A, by choosing basis suitably in A. Choose the matrix (_ ? _ I) for p. Then the

automorphisms of A induced by elements of CT(g) have matrices (" ?) which

must centralize (_°   _i)—this is equivalent to 8 = a—ß and y=—ß.

Since Cr(g) is elementary, we must have (mod 2T)

1     0\  _  /     a        ß   y _  /    a2-ß2       2a¿S-/3a\

0     1/ = \-ß    a-ß)     ' \ —2«/3 + /32    a2-2aj8J

or equivalently

a2-ß2 = 1    mod2r,       2oLß = ß2   mod2r.

ß cannot be odd. For if it were, we could cancel it in 2aß=ß2, getting 2a = ß, so

ß is even.

So ß is even; then a must be odd since (_£ atB) is nonsingular. Since 2a/? = /32,

either ß is twice an odd number or 2a/J = |82 = 0 mod 2r.

If ß is twice an odd number—say ß = 2ß0 for odd ß0—the equation 2aß = ß2 mod 2r

becomes

2a2|80 = 4ß20 mod 2r

o 4« = 4ß0 mod 2r

o ß0 = a + k2r~2   for some integer A:.

Then the equation a2 — ß2= 1 mod 2r becomes

a2-(2a + A;2r-1)2 = 1    mod2ro -3a2 = 1    mod 2T.

In particular, — 3a2 = 1 mod 8. But this is impossible since the square of any odd

number is = 1 mod 8.

So 2a)3=J82=0 mod 2r. Thereforeß =j2r~1 (j=0 or 1). «2-^2= 1 mod 2r becomes

a2=l mod2r, so a=±l+i2r~1 0 = 0 or 1). If a=l+/2r-1 then (_; ait)

centralizes B, which contradicts A = CT(B). So a= — 1 +r2r_1 and the matrix

(-«   a-e) is as claimed in (xix).

Thus there is only one nonidentity automorphism of B—namely inversion—

which can be induced by CT(g). Since T> A and Cr(g) is faithful on B, the proof

of (xix) is complete.

(xx) If A is of exponent 2r for r ̂  3, then every Fs F8, Fç F has NT(F) = <F, By.

Proof. Since [T:A] = 2, [F : fni] = 2 and Fc\A=W. F=(fi Wy for some

involution / outside A ; f induces the matrix given in (xix) on A.

NT(F) = (fyNA(F) since T=<f>A. We compute NA(F). If {a, b} is our chosen

basis for A, then a2' 2 and b2'~2 normalize F since/inverts them. But

[a2"\f] = a-2-s(a2'-y

= a-2'~3(a-xw)2'~3   for some weW

= a-*"**-' i F.

(
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Also [A2'"3,/] f Fand [(ab)2"3,f] £ L. So NA(F) = B.

Now consider the particular four-group L=</, IF> where Cr(g) = </>. By (xx),

the Sylow 2-subgroups of AGiF) are four-groups. L admits Lg and so |-4G(L)| is

at least 12. Since |GL3(2)| =23-3-7, \AQiF)\ is either 22-3 or 22-3-7; the latter is

impossible since GL3(2) has no subgroups of index 2. So AG(F) = ATQ(F) is of

order 12 with a normal four-group, namely, the stability group of the chain

L>IF>1.

/ is fused in G to an element of A—hence of IF= D.x(Z(T))—by Lemma A. Let

L* be a Sylow 2-subgroup of CG(/) (and so of G) which contains L. NT.iF) = <L, L*>

by (xx). So NT.(F) induces a four-group on L, and a different four-group from that

induced by /Vr(L) (since teW*,t$ W). But then AGiF) >ATQ(F).

This contradiction establishes that A is of exponent 4. A = £l2(A) = CTiA) by

(xvii), and T/A ^ Aut iA).

(xxi) The subgroup of 93+ induced on A by T/A is not contained in Gs + (<t)

(and hence contains [93+ , o]).

Proof. Suppose the contrary; then [L, Q] = A. T=[T, Q]CTiQ) = ACTiQ) splits

T over A, with Cr(g) elementary of order 2 or 4.

We will show that <I>(L)= W by showing that all squares of elements of L lie in

W (Lemma FB of §1). For a typical element of L is ex for c e Cr(g), xe A; and

(ex)2 = excx = ccx[x, c]x = c2x2[x, c]x e W

since c stabilizes the chain A > W> I and so [x, c] e W, and also e2= 1 and x2 e IF.

Therefore if c is an involution of CT(g), <c, Wy is a normal L8 of L, con-

tradicting SCN3 (L) empty.

By (xxi), ATiA)^[>8 + , a]. Q/CS(T) acts fixed-point-freely on the four-group of

T/A corresponding to [93+, er], and induces an automorphism of order 3 on the

inverse image in L of this four-group.

Lemma 3. Let a be a fixed but arbitrary ^-automorphism of A^Z± x Z4. Let R be

an extension of A by [93 +, a] such that o extends to an automorphism of order 3 of

R which is fixed-point-free on R/A. Then <b(R)=W, and R is of one of two

isomorphism types.

In detail, if a basis {a, A} is chosen for A, these two isomorphism types can be

described most simply as extensions of A :

Split case. R = (A,e,f,h: e induces (% °) on A (i.e., ae = a3 and be = a2b3),

f induces (3 §) on A, h induces (2 ?) on A; e,f, A are all involutions and ef=h (so

that R is the semidirect product of A and <e,/ A»>.

If a is taken to have the matrix (° 3) on A, then e,/ A can be chosen so that

e" =/ f = h, and h" = e.

G. Higman case. R = (A,e,f,h: e,./ A induce (I °), (o 1), (2 ?) respectively on

A; e2 = A2, f2 = a2b2, h2 = a2; e, / A commute with one another and represent the

three nonidentity cosets of Win the group <e,/ A>, which is isomorphic to Z±xZ±;
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if o is taken to have the matrix (%   B) on A, then e,fi h can be chosen so that e"=f,

f = h, h" = e, andh = e-1f-1 = efa2y.

Note. It is clear that R must be of the same isomorphism types no matter which

3-matrix we take for a, since all 3-automorphisms of A are conjugate in Aut (A)

and so this is a matter of choice of basis in A.

Proof. We have seen in §2 that the matrices of [93+, a] are the same for any

choice of basis in A, and are (J   ?), (2   3), (8   I), and (2   2).

Take e e R such that eA induces (2 3) on A (with respect to a basis {a, b} of A

such that a has the matrix (§ J)). Then (eA)' induces fj §)" = (§ §)^(1 g)(§ |)

= (8 |) on A, and M)°2 induces (j f) on A. So for any/e (eA)" and A e M)"2, /

induces Q> f) on A, h induces (2 f) on A, and e, /, h represent the nonidentity

cosets of A in R.

The following information will be useful (now and later) :

\2   3/        (o   3}        \2    l)

Fixed points e A WWW

Coboundaries e A <a2> (b2y <a2Z>2>

Elements of order 4 in A which are inverted       a IF bW abW

We now observe that R2=W (whence 0(/?)= W by Lemma FB of §1). For

A2=W. R2^A; and each element of R which lies in a nonidentity coset of A

induces (by conjugation) an automorphism of A whose fixed point set is just IF;

the square of such an element must lie in W.

R/W^Exe, and is fixed-point-free under o- since RjA and Aj W are.

Consider the coset eA. By the coboundary data, (eA)2ç W is either {1, a2} or

{b2, a2b2}. We can choose the coset representative e so that e2= 1 or b2 respectively.

The element eW of R/W belongs to some irreducible a-submodule L/W of RjW,

with |L| = 16 and Rj W= (Lj W) x (Aj W). We can choose/and h so that/= e" mod W

and h =f mod W. Then e, fi and h represent the nonidentity cosets of W in L (as

well as of A in R). Moreover, (eW)2 = e2 (since W is elementary and central);

therefore /2 = (fW)2 = ((e W)")2 = (e2)', and A2 = (e2)"2. So e2,f2, and h2 are either

all 1 or are b2, a2b2, and a2 respectively.

Each element of R can be written in exactly one way as eafeavb6w, for a, ß, y, S

each equal to 0 or 1, and we W. The isomorphism type of R is determined once we

know how to multiply two elements of this form and get a third element of this

form. We will know this once we know the commutator relations between e,f, a,

and b, and the squares (e W) of e,fi a, and b. The hypotheses of Lemma 3, and our

choices of e,fi, and h, give us all of this information except [e,f]. But L = (e,fi Wy

satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 2; so L^Exe or Z4 x Z4, and [e,f]= 1 in either

case.
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So R has two possible isomorphism types, corresponding in our notation to

e2 = 1 and e2 = A2. (They differ since one contains involutions outside W and the

other does not.)

If L^Exe and we take f=e" and A=/ff, then {1, e,f A} is an irreducible o-

submodule of L, hence a four-group, and the split case of Lemma 3 holds. (A" = e

since a3=l.)

If LsZ4xZ4 (i.e., e2 = A2), then {e,/} is a basis for L. We can in fact choose

notation in L so that ea=f,fa = h, and A = e_1/_1 = e/a2. For, all we know so far

about the action of a on L is its action on W and on L/W={W, eW,fW,hW}; now

Aut (L) has exactly four 3-elements which act as a does on W and L/ IF, and they

can all be obtained from each other by changes of basis in L corresponding to

similarity transformations A e the stability group of the chain L> W > 1. So if we

take {e,/} as a basis for L, then for each 3-matrix M acting as prescribed on IF and

L/W, there will be a basis {ewx,fw2} of L (for some wlt w2 e W) with respect to

which <j has the matrix M ; {ewx,fw2} is the image of {e,/} under some A. Since

{ewx,fw2} = {e,f} mod IF, the elements ewy,fw2, a, b satisfy the same commutator-

relations and have the same squares as e,/ a, A.

So far, we have specified e,/ and A only up to congruence mod W; we now choose

them specifically so that o- has the matrix (3 3) with respect to {e,/}. (This matrix

acts as prescribed on IF and L/W.) Then e"=f,fa = h, and h=f = e~1f~1 = efa2;

and the G. Higman case of Lemma 3 holds.

Write R/A for the subgroup of T/A corresponding to [93 +, a] ; R is then of one

of the two isomorphism types named in Lemma 3.

(xxii) If L= R then L is of G. Higman type.

Proof. The split R has normal L8's.

We will now show that T must be R.

Assume T>R. Then L=CT(g)[L, g] = Cr(g)L splits Lover R. For any non-

identity c e CT(Q), <L, e> is a subgroup of L containing R with index 2. Now

L/i>(L) is of rank 4; so by the four-generator theorem, <1>«L, c» must be properly

larger than 3>(L)= W. <P(T)^A; so the only way this can happen is for [c, r] (for

some r e R) to be an element of order 4 in A. Then [R, c]n A> W, and [R, c] is

g-invariant; so [R, c] = A.

Since c2=l, 1 = [c2, r] = [c, r]c[c, r], so c must invert [c, r]. Now the auto-

morphisms (2 Ï) and (2 3) e Cs8 + (ct) do not invert any of the elements of order 4

in A. So no c can occur which induces either of these automorphisms on A.

So if L> R, then L=<L, z> where z inverts A, z2= 1, and [R, z] = A. For either

of the two R named in Lemma 3, the only way to have [R, z] = A is for the com-

mutators [e, z], [/ z], [A, z] to be elements of order 4 in A.

We may assume a basis in A ha,s been chosen so that some generator o of

Q/CS(T) has matrix (Jj J) on A, and e"=f,f = h, A" = e as in Lemma 3. Then the

commutators [e, z], [/ z], and [A, z] are carried into one another by g, and

represent the three nonidentity cosets of W in A.
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The only involutions 6 zR are those of zA. For if k = e,fi or h, and x e A, then

(zkx)2 = zkx zkx = k[k, z]x~ykx = k[k, z]k   mod W.

[k, z]e A—W, so k[k, z]k e A—W; so (zkx)2^ 1. Therefore, every involution of

zFliesinoneofthefourF-conjugateF8's<z, Wy,(ze, Wy, (zf, Wy, and (zh, Wy.

Also, CT(Z) = (z, CR(z)y ; but zk is ^-conjugate to each element of zk W for each

k = e,fh, or 1, and z is conjugate to each zk; so [A:CR(z)] = 4-4=16, hence

|Cß(z)|=4, and CT(z) = (z, Wy. Hence the involutions of zR form a single T-

conjugacy class and the centralizer in F of any one of them is =F8.

Also, NT((z, Wy) = (z,NR((z, Wy)y. A normalizes <z, Wy, and induces the

stability group of <z, Wy> W>1. If NR((z, IF»> A, then k e NR((z, IF» for

k = e,f, or h; but [z, k] $ W; so 7VB«z, IF» = ^. Hence each of the four T-

conjugates F of <z, Wy has NT(F) = (F, Ay, and ^4 induces the stability group of

F>IF>1.

Suppose R is of G. Higman type. Then these four F8's are the only F8's of F,

since R contains no involutions outside W. So each EBF of T has |/iG(F)| divisible

by 2 to the second power only, and AT(F) is the stability group of the chain

F>IF>1.

Take F=(z, IF>; then Fg normalizes F, so |^G(F)| = 12 or 12-7 (since |GL3(2)|

= 23-3-7). But 12-7 is impossible since GL3 (2) has no subgroups of index 2.

Therefore Aa(F) = ATQ(F) is of order 12 with a normal four-group.

By Lemma A, z is fused into R, hence into IF. So there is x e G with zx e IF and

CT(z)x = Fx^T. By conjugating inside T, we may assume FX = F. Write F* for

T*~\ W* for Wx~x; then F^Fand F^T*. So AG(F) contains the stability group

of F> IF> 1 and the stability group of F> IF*> 1. These stability groups differ

since z e W*, z <£ W. So AG(F) > ATQ(F), which is impossible.

Therefore R splits over A. T has several sorts of F8's; we will sort the F8's of F

(or equivalently, of G) according to the structure of their normalizers and central-

izes in F.

We first investigate the involutions of R. The involutions of A are the non-

identity elements of W. The involutions of eA are the elements of eW and ea W;

these are carried by <r into the involutions of fA and hA, which are therefore the

elements offW,fibW, hW, and ha~1b~1W. {e,fi h, 1} and {ea,fib, ha^b'1, 1} are

both four-groups. So the involutions of R all lie in the two Fi6's,

X = (e,fi h, Wy;        Y = (ea,fb, ha~xb~x, Wy

of R. XZ=Y since ez e eA-eW; and In Y=W.

Let s be any involution of X— W; CT(s)^X. We show that CT(s) = X. For any

reR, Xzr= Y; so CT(s)^R. If CT(s)>X, then CT(s) contains some element y of

A—W (since Aj W is incident to RjX). But s = kw for k = e, fi or h, and w eW; and

[kw, y]= [k, y]# 1 for y e A - W.
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Our information about the involutions of L now allows us to sort the L8's of T

according to the structure of their normalizers and centralizers in L. We distin-

guish three possibilities :

Style 1. L$L. These L are <z, IF> and its L-conjugates. NT(F) = (F, Ay;

CT(F) = F.

Style 2. W^F^R. Then F^X or Y; JP= F, so we will assume fgl.

NT(F)ZR (since each zrezR sends X to Y, and Xn Y=W); L^<5(L), so

NT(F) = R. CT(F) = X.

Style 3. F^R, W^ F. Then L^ X or Y, say X. F= Kx <w>> for some w e IF and

some four-group Lof A" with K n W= 1. As in Style 2, NT(F)^R. NT(F)^CT(F) = X.

If NT(F)> X, then NT(F) contains some elementyofA—W (since ^4/IF is incident

to R/X). Now L={1, ewx,fw2, hw3} for vt^, w2, w3 e IF, and

¡e»i, y] = [e, y],   [fw2, y] = [/, y],    [hw3, y] = [A, y].

For fixed y e A—W, these three commutators generate all of W. So [L, j>]^L is

impossible for y e A - W. Hence NT(F) = CTiF) = X.

(xxiii) If Lis of Style 1 in L, then L cannot be of Style 2 in any Sylow 2-subgroup

L*of G with L* = L.

Proof. If L is of Style 2 in T*, then A^L) = R* is a Sylow 2-subgroup of /VG(L).

Also NTiF) = (F, Ay is a 2-subgroup of NGiF), so by Sylow's theorem in NGiF),

some conjugate of <L, Ay lies in L*. But <L, /!> is a split extension of A by an in-

volution inverting A, and R*^R contains no subgroups of this isomorphism type.

(xxiv) If L is of Style 1 in L, then L cannot be of Style 3 in any L*.

Proof. By (xxiii), A7T(L) = <L, Ay is a 2-subgroup of NaiF) of largest possible

order, so is a Sylow 2-subgroup of NGiF). If Lis of Style 3 in L*, then NT.iF)^Eie,

and by Sylow's theorem in NGiF), some conjugate of AV(L) lies in <L, /i>. But

<L, Ay contains no L16.

(xxv) z is not fused to IF in G.

Proof. Suppose the contrary. Write F=CTiz) = (z, Wy. Since IF is central in L,

there is x e G with zx e W and L*ç L. By (xxiii) and (xxiv), Fx must be of Style 1

in L; all the L8's of Style 1 in T are L-conjugate, so we may assume x has been

chosen so that FX = F.

Now the largest power of 2 which divides |^4G(L)| is 4. It follows as above (by

consideration of GL3(2)) that AGiF) = ATQiF). But Tx induces on L the stability

group of F>WX>1, while L induces the stability group of L>IF>1. These

stability groups differ since zx eW, zx $ Wx. Hence AGiF) > ATQiF), and this

contradiction proves (xxv).

z is fused into R, by Lemma A; take x e G with zx e R. zx is not G-conjugate to

W, by (xxv). So CTizx) = E say is an L16 and is a Sylow 2-subgroup of CGizx).

Fx = CTiz)x is a 2-subgroup of CGizx), so by Sylow's theorem in CGizx), there is

yeCGizx) such that FxyçE. But then Fxy is of Style 2 or 3 in L, which con-

tradicts (xxiii) or (xxiv).
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This contradiction completes the proof that T=R; so by (xxii), Fis of the iso-

morphism type claimed in Case 1.2 of Theorem 1. We showed at the beginning

(before starting Case 1.1) that NG(T):CG(T) = 3, 9, or 15. If 9, then S/CS(T) con-

tains a subgroup of order 3 which centralizes W, so that Case 1.1 holds, which is

impossible. So the proof in Case 1.2 is complete.

4. The case where NG(T) = TCG(T) and the involutions of IF are all conjugate in G.

Theorem 2. Suppose that T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of a simple group G; SCN3 (F)

is empty but SCN2 (F) is not empty; and T£ DB. Then (Lemma 1) Thas exactly one

normal four-group, say W.

Suppose Na(T) = TCG(T) and the involutions of W are all conjugate in G.

Then one of the following holds:

Case 2.1. Fs Z3' \ Z2 (r à 2).

Case 2.2. F is the semidirect product of A^Z2<xZ2r (r7ï3) by a four-group

(t, z> such that t interchanges the two members of some basis for A, and z either

inverts each element of A or raises each element of A to the power — 1 +2r_1.

Case 2.3. T is of order 28, and can be described as follows:

A = (dyx (by Z Zt x Z4.

R is the semidirect product of A by a four-group {1, e,f, h}, such that e,fi h have

the matrices (2 °), Q §), (2 f) respectively on A (with respect to the basis {a, b} of

A).

T is the semidirect product of R by a four-group (t, zy such that: z inverts each

element of A, and [z, e] = a, [z,f] = b, [z, h] = a~1b~1; t interchanges a and b, and

[h,t]=l,[e,t] = h,[fit] = h.

Theorem 3 (the proof of which is part of the proof of Theorem 2). Suppose that T is

the 2-group described in Case 1.1 o/ Theorem 1, and G is a simple group whose

Sylow 2-subgroups are isomorphic to T. Then [NG(T):CG(T)] must be divisible by

some odd prime (so that Case 1.1 of Theorem 1 holds in full).

Proof of Theorem 2. If IF is central in F, the three involutions of IF are G-

conjugate, hence are A^Fy-conjugate by Burnside's theorem. But this is impossible

since NG(T) = TC0(T).

So T0 = CT(W) is of index 2 in T.

Write W=(zx, z2> with zx central in T. By hypothesis there is a Sylow 2-

subgroup of G in which z2 is the central involution. CG(z2)^T0; take F* to be a

Sylow 2-subgroup of CG(z2) (and so of G) such that T*^T0.

Wr.

à W
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L and L* both contain L0 with index 2, so both normalize L0. So in NGiT0)/T0,

T/T0 and T*/T0 generate a dihedral group D/T0 whose order is twice an odd

number.

IF= £ix(Z(T0)) is characteristic in L0 so is normal in D. T induces the trans-

position (zx)(z2, ZxZ2) of IF—{1}, while L* induces (z2)(zx, ZxZ2); so D induces the

full symmetric group on IF—{1}. So from the Sylow 3-subgroup of D/T0, we can

construct a group S/T0 which is dihedral of order 2 • 3" for some n ; SQ/T0 (say) is

cyclic of order 3\ and S0 = T0(gy where we may take g to be any element of order

3n in S; S=T(gy. g permutes zb z2, zxz2 cyclically, g3 centralizes L0; for if not, g3

(being of odd order) must induce a nontrivial automorphism of L0/O(L0), but

T0/i>(T0) is of rank á 4 by the four-generator theorem, and GL4(2) has no cyclic

subgroups of order 9.

Let T0^A^Wsuch that A is Abelian; A <l S; and A is maximal subject to these

conditions. A is of rank 2, and Oj(/I)= IF is cyclically permuted by g. Therefore A

is homocyclic (since otherwise A could admit no nontrivial 3-automorphism, as in

the proof of (i) in Case 1.1 of Theorem 1).

(i) If A = IF, then T0 = A=W (and hence T^ DB).

Proof. lfTQ>A=W, let Z/IF=O1(Z(L0/IF)). Z/W is S-invariant; and L0 acts

trivially on Z/W, so the S-submodules of Z/W are submodules for S/(T0, g3>

= s3.

If Cz/W(g)> 1, then Cz/H,(g) is L-invariant, so there is a L-invariant subgroup L

of Czlwig) with [L: IF] = 2. Then L is S-invariant, and Abelian since IF is central

in L; this contradicts the maximality of A = IF.

So Z/ W is fixed-point-free under g. Each nonidentity element generates (under

g) an irreducible module for the automorphism of order 3 induced by g. Every such

irreducible module is a four-group, so the total number of irreducible g-submodules

of Z/W is ^(|Z/IF|-1), which is odd. T/T0 permutes these g-submodules, hence

fixes one, say K/W. Then LO S; |L| = 16, and IF and K/W are both fixed-point-

free under g. By Lemma 2 (in proof of Case 1.2 of Theorem 1), Lis Abelian, again

contrary to the maximality of A = W.

By (i) and the hypothesis that T$k DB, we must have A > W. So B = Q.2(A)^Zi x Z4.

CT(B) = CTo(B) so admits g. Also CT(B) is metacyclic (Alperin [1, Corollary, p.

110]); and the only metacyclic 2-group admitting an automorphism of order 3

which acts on IF as g does, is Abelian and homocyclic. So CTiB) = A by the

maximality of A.

Therefore T/A ^ Aut (B); since L0 = CT(IF), AT(B) n 93+ =ATo(B) (see §2).

Now g normalizes L0, so ATo(B) (ç93 + ) is invariant under the 3-automorphism

of B induced by g. So ATo(B) either contains [93+ , a] or is contained in C»+(CT)

(where o is any 3-automorphism of 5; see §2). Thus either ATo(B)= [93+ , a] x X, or

^T0iB) = X, for some subgroup X of Os + io).

AToiB) is also L-invariant; or equivalently, A'is /iT(L)-invariant. Now the same

subgroups X of Gs + io) are L-invariant no matter which Sylow 2-subgroup of
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Aut B we choose to contain F, and in fact no matter what basis we choose for B.

These lare 1, <Z>, and Csb + (ct).

t

By the Frattini argument, since <g> is a Sylow 3-subgroup of S,

s = s0Ns((gy) = T0(gyNs((gy) = F0/vs«g».

But S=T(gy, so Ns((gy) = NT((gy)(gy; so,

S = F0/W«g»<g>.

But S=T(gy with Tn <g> = l, and T0NT((gy)^T; so

F = F0/Vr«g».

(ii) If ATo(B)^.[S8 +, a], let A0/^ be the subgroup of F0//i corresponding to

[93+ , a]. Then F0 <1 <F, g> = S, and

Fo = RoCTa((gy),     t = R0NT((gy)

where both products are semidirect.

Proof. F0 < <F, g> since [93+ , o] <¡ Aut (Z4 x Z4).

Since A0/>4 and A are fixed-point-free under g, so is Z?0; so R0 = [R0, g]^ [F0, g].

But T0/R0 is centralized by g; therefore [F0, g] = /?0. So

Fo = [F0, g]CTo«g» = F0C7.0«g»

F = F0/Vr«g» = F0Cro«g»/Vr«g» = R0NT((gy).

And A0 n CT((gy) = R0 n Arr«g»= 1 since F0 is fixed-point-free under g.

(iii) If ATo(B)çGa + (o), then

F« = ¿Çr0«£»,        F = ^/Vr«g»

where both products are semidirect.

Proof. Since   A   is   fixed-point-free   under   g, A = [A, g]^[T0, g].   But   F0/^4

^> Cs8+(o-), so [F0, g] = /4. So

F0 = [F0, g]cTo((gy) = ACTo((gy)

t = T0NT((gy) = ACTo((gy)NT((gy) = ANT((gy).

And A n CV0«g» = ,4 n /VV«g»= 1 since A is fixed-point-free under g.
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Case 2.1. T0 = A. We show that T^Z2' \ Z2 (where A is of exponent 2r). For

[F:F0] = 2 => T=ANT((gy) (by (iii)) where NT((gy) is of order 2. Now in S/T0,

T/T0 inverts (gyT0/T0; so in Aut (A), TjA must induce a transposition of the non-

identity elements of the four-group A/131(A). This means there is a e A with

A = (ay x<a'>. Since t2=l, (at)t = a, i.e., t simply exchanges a and ai.

Case 2.2. T0> A and A of exponent 2r for r 5; 3. Each element x of F0 — A induces

(by conjugation) an automorphism of A which restricts to a nonidentity auto-

morphism of B=Cl2(A). x2 e A, so this automorphism of A must be of order 2.

We now show that under these conditions, certain automorphisms e 93 + cannot be

induced on B by TJA.

Choose a basis {a, b} for A such that a9 = b, b9 = a~1b~1 (such a basis exists

because all 3-elements of Aut (A) are conjugate in Aut (A)); take {a2'~2, b2''2} as a

basis for B. We can then write matrices with coefficients integers mod 2r for the

automorphisms of A, and restriction to B just means reading the matrix mod 4.

(iv) Suppose A is of exponent 2r for /"a 3, and bases for A and B=£l2(A) have

been chosen as above. Then no matrix of the form (°^d 02a) can be the restriction

to B of an automorphism 0 of A with 02 = 1.

Proof. Let 0 have matrix ("   (,). Then

(I     0\        (a    ß\2       (a2 + ßy      (a+8)ß\

(O     i)" l     s)    m{(a+8)Y    ßy+82)     m°d2-

If (ay ßö) = (°f 02d) mod 4, then a, S are odd and ß, y = 2 mod 4, so that ßy

= 4 mod 8. But the square of any odd number is = 1 mod 8; so a2, S2= 1 mod 8

and a2 + ßy= 1 mod 8 is impossible.

Assume in (v)-(x) that T0>A and A is of exponent 2r for r^3.

(v) [T0:A] = 2 and T0 = (z, Ay where z is an involution inverting B. Fis the semi-

direct product of A by /Vr«g», with /Vr«g» = <z, r> where z centralizes g and t

inverts g.

Proof. [93+ , <t] contains the matrix (2 2) (with respect to any basis of 5). So by

(iv), ATo(B)^[S& +, o]. Therefore ATo(B)^C® + (o). Now Gs + (o) contains

the matrices (2 §) and (| 2), which T0/A cannot induce on B by (iv). So ATo(B) =

(Zy (i.e., T0jA inverts B). The rest of (v) follows from (iii).

(vi) The matrix of z on A is of the form

Ci -?+C ¿>-
for some i,j e{0, 1}.

Proof. Let z have matrix (" £). z centralizes g and we have arranged that g has

matrix (_?   _i). So
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This is equivalent to y= — ß and 8 = a — ß. So the matrix of z is of the form

( «   M.
\-ß   a-ß)

n     0\ /     aß       \2^/a2-ß2        2aß-ß2\

\0     l)        \-a    a-ß) \ß2-2aß    a2-2aß)     m°       '

Also

or equivalently,

a2-ß2 = 1    mod2r,       ß2 = 2aß   mod2r.

However, ß = 0 mod 4 since z inverts L, and a is odd; so ß2 = 2aß mod 2r => /3 = 0

mod2r_1. Then

1 = «2-ß2 = a2   mod2r,

so a is one of the four square roots of 1 mod 2r, namely ± 1, and ± 1 +2r_1. a= — 1

mod 4 since z inverts L; so a is — 1 or — 1 +2r_1, and (vi) is proved,

(vii) The matrix of z on A is

/-l       0\ /-1+21-1 0       \

\   0    -1/    °r    \       0 -l+2r-V'

Proof. A'r«g» = </, z> where / inverts g and centralizes z (by (v)). Let / have

matrix ("   §). g has matrix (_?   _i); so in order for / to invert g, we must have

This is equivalent to y= — ct + jS, S= — a mod 2r. So the matrix of / is of the form

Í    " ß\
\-a + ß     -a)

Also / centralizes z, which by (vi) is equivalent to

\-« + /S     -a)\j    i+j)        \j    i+j)\-a + ß     -a)

This gives

/    ai + ßj        aj + ßi + ßj\        lai + aj+ßj        ßi + aj    \     ^á ^

\ai + ßi+aj        ßj + ai    )        \ai + ßi + ßj    ßj+ai + aj)

(° W: °) -d2.
W     0;        \ßj    aj)

Ifj— 1 this requires ß and a both even, in which case the matrix of / is singular. So

j=0, and (vii) follows from (vi).

(viii) If A/r«g» is cyclic, =</> with /2 = z, then / is fused into A.
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Proof. We consider the transfer homomorphism t: G ^- TjA.

Suppose z inverts A. Then we consider the value of r at t.

<*) = (n {yty-1 : Ä?^})(n fa**-1 ■■ EyStTTx})A-

The xr2x_1 are involutions so lie in F0 (since (T/A) — (T0/A) contain no involutions

=> T—T0 contains none). The yfy-1 are of order 4 and so do not lie in zA since zA

consists entirely of involutions. If no yty'1 lies in A, then t(í) = íA mod T0jA

(because the number of cosets Ty with Tyt = Ty is odd), contradicting the simplicity

of G.

Suppose z raises A to the power — 1 +2r_1. Only one involution of IF is central

in F; assume a basis {a, b} of A has been chosen so that a2'"^2'-1 e IF is the central

involution of T. (The matrix of z is invariant under changes of basis in A. This

change of basis may change the matrix (_° _i) of g, but we are not going to use

g.) Write â,b fora2'"1, b2''1.

Consider the value of t at z.

t(z) = \~[ {yzy'1:   cosets Ty with Tyz = Ty}A.

The yzy'1 are involutions so lie in F0. If none lies in A, then t(z) = zA, contra-

dicting the simplicity of G. So z is fused into A, hence into W. The three involutions

of W are fused together in G, so z is fused to âb and there is he G with zh = âb and

CT(z)hçT.

CT(z) = (t, Wy = ((ty x (âby)(ây where â centralizes âb and conjugates t to tab.

t2 = z, so (th)2 = zh = âb. Suppose th $ A. There is one F-conjugacy-class of

elements of order 4 in F— A whose square is âb, and this class is represented by

zab; so by conjugation in F we may assume th = zab. (âb)h and (â)h are involutions

so lie in T0; so CT(z)hç,T0.

(âb)h must be an involution of F0 which centralizes zab and is not âb =

(zab)2. We observe that zA contains no such involutions (and therefore (âb)h =

â or b). For if xe A and zx centralizes zab, then

1 = [zab, zx] = [zab, x][zab, z]x

= [z, x][ab, z] = x2a~2b~2   mod W.

But if x2 = a2b2 mod IF then zx is not an involution.

So (t, âbyh = (zab, Wy. âh must be an involution of F0 lying outside (zab, Wy

(and hence e zA), and conjugating zab to (zab)(âb)h. Write âh = zc for ce A; then

(zab)zc = zc(ab)z = c~1zc(ab)z = zc~zc(ab)z

= zc2 + 2r-\abY1 + 2'~\

If this equals zab(âb)h, which is congruent to zab mod IF, then c2 = (ab)2 mod IF.

But then c i U 1(A) and so zc is not an involution.
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So no such âh exists. Therefore th e A, and (viii) is proved.

(ix) AV«g» is a four-group.

Proof. Suppose NT((gy) is cyclic. We survey the L-centralizers of the elements

of order 4 in L.

Elements of tA or tzA : the centralizer in L is of order 4 times the order of the

centralizer in A. The square of any such element inverts B and so the centralizer in

A is contained in IF. Since IF is not central in L, this centralizer in A is just <óv5>

(notation as in proof of (viii)). So the L-centralizer of such an element is of order 8 ;

and in particular, CT(/) = </, óV3>.

Elements of zA: the centralizer in Lis of order at most 4 times \W\.

Elements of A : the centralizer in T is A, of order 22r.

Of these three sorts of centralizers, the one of largest order is A.

Let U be a Sylow 2-subgroup of CG(t). By (viii) and Sylow's theorem, U is a

conjugate of A (for A, being the only Abelian maximal subgroup of CT(W), is

characteristic in L). By Sylow's theorem in CG(t), we may choose U to contain

CT(/) = </, áA> = Lsay. Then U normalizes L.

/Vr(L) = <L, ây, where a acts on L by conjugating / to tab. For NT(F) = </, NA(F)y,

and NA(F) consists of the elements xeA with [x, /]e<áv5>. Now the map

x—>x~1xt is a homomorphism from A into itself; the kernel is CA(T) = (âby, of

order 2. A^(L) is the inverse image under this homomorphism of <á¿>, which is of

order twice | C^(í)|, or 4. Since IF normalizes Lby inspection, W=NA(F).

Let T*^R*^U where R* is a Sylow 2-subgroup of NG(F) and L* is a Sylow

2-subgroup of G. By Sylow's theorem in NG(F), we may choose R* to contain

NT(F). This may replace U by an A7G(L)-conjugate of U, but the new U will still

contain L.

NT(F)

U—A*, and âeT* since T* — T* contains no involutions. (The characteristic

subgroups A*, T* are to L* as A, T0 are to L.) â does not centralize L, so

âeTi*— L=Lo* — A*. So a inverts / e Q2(A*). But we have just observed that â

does not invert /. This contradiction proves (ix).

(x) Lis the semidirect product of A by the four-group A7T«g» = </, z>. A basis

of A can be chosen so that / has the matrix (? J) and z has either the matrix

(V   -°i)or

/-1+2--1

I       0
°       )
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Proof, t inverts g, so must induce a transposition of the nonidentity elements of

the four-group A/UX(A). This means there is aeA with A = (ayx(aty; (at)t = a

since f2= 1. Take {a, a'} as basis for A.

Case 2.3. T0>A and A^Z^xZ^. The remarks following (i) then hold, with

B=A. In particular, (ii) or (iii) holds with B = A.

(xi) ATo(A)^[S8 + , a] (and (ii) holds).

Proof. Suppose ATo(A)çC% + (o) (and hence (iii) holds). Now all of the auto-

morphisms e Csb + (ct) have fixed-point-set just W; so all squares of elements of

T0-A lie in W; and also A2= W. So O(F0)= W, by Lemma FB of §1.

Now T0> A => ATo(A) is either <Z> or C<b + (ct). In either case there is an in-

volution z e CTo((gy) which inverts A. z is central in NT((gy) since Z is central in

Aut (Z4 x Z4). <z, Wy ~ EB. [z, NT((gy)] = 1, and [z, F0] £ [F0, F0]S IF. But

T=T0NT((gy); so <z, IF> is a normal EB of F, contradicting SCN3 (F) empty.

Now all Sylow 3-subgroups of Aut (A) are conjugate via [93+ , a]; so by (xi),

(T,gy = S induces every 3-automorphism of A. In particular, no matter which

basis is taken in A, the matrix (3 3) will be induced by some 3-element of S. And

(ii) holds no matter which Sylow 3-subgroup of 5 is taken as <g>.

(*) So, no matter which basis is taken for A, we may assume g has been chosen to

induce (°   3) on A, and (ii) will hold for this choice of g.

Moreover, the automorphism o induced on T0 by this g will be of order exactly 3,

will preserve R0, and will act fixed-point-freely on R0/A (where R0/A is the sub-

group of T0jA corresponding to [93+ , a], as in (ii)). So Lemma 3 (in proof of Case

1.2 of Theorem 1) applies to RQ and a. In particular, there are elements e,f he R0

as described in Lemma 3, with ea=fif° = h, and h" = e. (Recall that Lemma 3 was

a method of choosing e,fi he R0 so as to satisfy the above, where o is any auto-

morphism of order 3 of R0 whose restriction to A is (3 3) with respect to a chosen

basis for A.)

For convenience, we will write R instead of R0.

(xii) Suppose g e S has been chosen in accordance with (*) (so that we have R

as in Lemma 3). Write o for the automorphism of F0 induced by g. Suppose Y is

any subgroup of F0 with Y> R and [ Y: R] = 2. Then Y= (y, /?> for some involution

y e CTo((gy). The isomorphism type of Y is completely determined by R, the

automorphism of ^4 induced by y, and[y, e] (for then [y,/] = [y, e]', [y, h] = [y, e]"2).

Furthermore, we must have [y, e] e A, [y, e] £ IF.

Proof. By (ii), T0 = RCTo((gy) where this product is semidirect and CTo((gy)

~T0/R is elementary. So Y=(R, y> for some involution y e CTo((gy).

T0jA is elementary, so ,4=?0(F)=>0(F)= W. If 0(F)=IFthen [F:0(F)] = 25,

which contradicts the four-generator theorem. So 0( Y) > W; since y is or-invariant,

O(y) is rj-invariant and so <f>(Y) = A.

Y is a split extension of R, so its isomorphism type is completely determined by

R and the action of y on R, which latter consists of the automorphism of A in-

duced by y and the commutators [y, e], [y,f], and (redundantly) [y, A]. Via a,
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these three commutators are determined by [y, e]. Computation of <P( Y) reveals

that í>( Y) = A if and only if [y, e] <£ W. In detail, $( Y) is generated by the squares

of the elements of Y. If x e A, then [x, y] e W, and

(xv)2 = xyxy = x2y[y, x]y = x2[y, x]y e W.

If reR, r$A,

(ry)2 = ryry = r2[y, r]y

= [y, r]   mod W,    since [y, r]e A

and y stabilizes the chain A > W> 1. So ï>( Y) > W if and only if [y, r] e A - W for

some r e R, r $ A. This is equivalent to [y, k]e A—W for k = e,f, or A; but if one

of these commutators lies in A—W, they all do since they are o--conjugate.

(xiii) ATo(A) = 93 + is impossible.

Proof. If ATo(A) = '>8 + , then no matter what basis is chosen for A, there is

y e C,-0«g» inducing Q   |) on A. y2 = 1, so

1 = [y2, e] = [y, e]y[y, e],

and y inverts [y, e]. But by (xii), [ y, e]e A—W; and (2 §) does not invert any

element of A—W.

By (xiii), ATo(A) is either [93 + , a] or [93 + , o]x<KZy. Both of these candidates

for ATq(A) will yield L with SCN3 (L) empty. In order to construct these L, we

will choose a basis in ,4, and then take g as in (*) so that we can use Lemma 3 to

describe R.

AT(A) is contained in some Sylow 2-subgroup of Aut 04). Since all the Sylow

2-subgroups of Aut (A) are conjugate in Aut (A), we can choose which Sylow 2-

subgroup of matrices will contain the matrix-group corresponding to Aut (A), by a

choice of basis in A.

(xiv) We now assume our basis {a, b} in A is one such that the matrix-group for

AT(A) lies in <(? ¿), 93+ >. (There are many such bases, and we will later refine this

choice.)

<(? o), 33+ > centralizes (2 2) and interchanges (2 °) and (o §). So the

normalization (xiv) implies that in R/A, hA is centralized and eA,fA interchanged

by T/A.

(xv) Suppose A7r«g» = </, /VTo«g»> for / an involution, and / has matrix

ix   o) on A. Then R must split over A, and [h, t]e A is. of the form acA~c.

Proof. [A, t]e A since hA is central in T/A. Since /2= 1,

1 = [h, i2] = [n, t][h, t]\

and so / must invert [A, /], which is therefore of the form acA"c (for some number £).

Also

[A2, /] = [A, tf[h, t] = icfb-t)hiéb-<)

= (aA2)ç(a2A)-VA"c = 1.

But A2=l if R splits and a2 if not; and [a2, Z] = a2AVl.
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Case 2.3.1. We now work out what Lhas to be if ATo(A) = [S6 + , a], i.e., T0 = R.

Assume that a basis {a, b} of A has been chosen satisfying (xiv), and that g e S has

then been chosen satisfying (*), so that R is as described by Lemma 3. In con-

structing L as an extension of R, we will make further changes of basis in A ; these

changes of basis will not preserve the 3-matrix (° 3) of g, but will (essentially)

preserve relations which hold strictly within the 2-group R itself, and will also

preserve (xiv).

By (ii), L=LAfT«g» = L</> say, for / of order 2.

(xvi) In Case 2.3.1, we may assume / has the matrix (?   J) on A.

Proof. / inverts g, where g satisfies (*), i.e., the matrix of g on A is (° 3). So the

matrix of / is an involution e <(? ¿), 93 + > - 93 +, inverting (§ J). Now <(? J), 93 + >

— 93 + has four involutions, namely the elements of the coset (° J)<(o 3), (2 i)> '■> and

of these, two—namely (° ¿) and (3 0)—invert (° 3). So the matrix of / on A is

either (Î   ¿) or (J   £).

If it is (3 0), change basis in A by the similarity-matrix (J 3) (this is where we

lose track of the 3-matrix). This change of basis does not alter (xiv), since

il 3)e93 + ç every Sylow 2-subgroup of Aut (^4). Moreover, (J 3) centralizes

(I 3), (0 I), and (2 2), and also centralizes every square in R (namely, it

centralizes IF); so the relations between e,f, h, and A, and their squares, will read

exactly the same after this change of basis as before. Finally, / will have the

matrix (J   §)_1(3   0X0   i)=(i   0) with respect to the new basis.

By (xvi), (xv) applies; therefore R splits over A, and [A, /] = acA"c for some

number £.

<A, Ay <\ T and has two L8's, namely <A, IF> and <AaA, IF>. In order for

SCN3 (L) to be empty, / must exchange these two L8's; this means A* e habW, i.e.,

[A, /] = aA3 or a3A.

(xvii) In Case 2.3.1, we may assume [A, /] = a3A.

Proof. If [A, /] = aA3, make the change of basis a -> A, A -*• a in A (i.e., transform

A by the similarity-matrix (° 1)). This does not affect (xiv), and does not change

the matrix of / on A. (? J) centralizes (2 2) and exchanges (| 3) and Q 2); so in

R, h will have the same matrix as before, and e will have the matrix/had and/will

have the matrix e had, with respect to the new basis, e2,/2, and [e,f] will read the

same after the change of basis as before, since they are equal to 1. So if after making

this change of basis, we reverse the roles of the letters e and / we will get R again

exactly as in the statement of Lemma 3. Finally, [A, /] will appear as a3A with

respect to the new basis.

To construct Las a split extension of R, it remains only to determine [e, /] and

(redundantly) [/ /]. We now work out what [e, /] and [/ /] are, without making

any more changes of basis.

Since T/A interchanges e^4 and/4, [e, /] and [/ /] lie in A^4. Write [e, /]=Ax,

[/ t] = hy for x, y e A. Now e/=A, so [e, /] determines [/ /] as follows:

a3A = [A, /] = [e/ /] = [e, /]'[/, /] = (Ax)'(Av<).
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Since 1, e, f, h form a four-group, we have

a3b = fhxfhy = exey = xey.

We now compute [e, t]. Since e2= 1,

1 = [e2, t] = [e, tY[e, t],

so e inverts [e, t]. Similarly t2= 1 => t inverts [e, t]. The inverse of a typical element

Aa{A" of h A is Aa~î + 27,A~" + 2{. If we write [e, t] = hx = ha"bß, then inversion by e

gives

(Aa'A«)6 = ha-a + 2eb-e + 2a

h(a3)a(a2b3)ß = ha-" + 2ßb-ß,

or equivalently, —/S-|-2a= — ¿8, so that a is even. Inversion by t gives

(haabß)' = ha-a + 2ßb-ß + 2a

ha3baßb" = haß + 3ba + 1,

or equivalently, /3 + 3= — a + 2/J, a+1 = — ß + 2a, or equivalently, /S = 3 + ct, so that

ß is determined by a.

So we seem to have two groups F: one with a = 0 (i.e., [e, t] = hb3) and one with

« = 2 (i.e., [e, t] = ha2b).

But these two F are isomorphic. For if we take â = a, b = b; ê = ea2, f=fb2,

h = Aa2A2 ; f = ta2b2, then the matrices of é, /, h, î on A (with respect to [a, b} = {a, b})

are the same as those of e, fi A, t; êf=h and ê, f, h are involutions; [h, î] = [h, t]

since a2b2 is central ; and

[ê, í] = [ea2, ta2b2] = [ea2, t] = [e, t]a2b2.

So in Case 2.3.1,

T = (split R,t:t2 = 1, i has matrix (?   J) on A;

[A, r] = a3A,    [e, t] = AA3,    [/, r] = Aa>.

(Note that these relations do define a group, since the relations given between /

and R define an automorphism of order 2 of the group R.)

This F has SCN3 (T) empty. For if not, F has a normal F8, F say, containing W

(by the Lemma below). FçCr(IF) = F0, and projects onto exactly one nonidentity

coset of A in T0. This coset must be hA since (eA)'=fiA. But we have explicitly

arranged that no F8Ç<A, Ay is normal in F.

Lemma. If W is a normal four-group of any 2-group T, and T has a normal EB (F

say), then T has a normal EB containing W.

Proof. CP(IF) <] F, contains F n IF, and is of order ä 4 because |Aut (IF)| =6.

If F£W, then |Fn W\^2, so |CF(IF)IF| ^(4-4)/2 = 8; so CF(IF)IFis a normal
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elementary subgroup of L of order ä 8, containing IF. So there is K with CF( W) W

^K>W such that K < L and K^ EB.

Now suppose ATg(A)= [93+ , a] x <Z>. Assume that a basis {a, A} of A has been

chosen satisfying (xiv), and that g e S has then been chosen satisfying (*), so that R

is as described by Lemma 3.

(xviii) If ATo(A) = [')8 + , or]x<Z>, then T0 = (zyR is a split extension of R by an

involution which inverts A and centralizes g. Moreover, we may assume (by choice

of basis in A) that [z, e]=a; and [z,/]=aa = A; [z, h] = b" = a~1b~1.

Proof. The first statement follows from (ii).

Taking Y= T0 in (xii), we see that [z, e]e A—W and [z, e] (together with R)

completely determines L0. Since e2 e IF,

1 = [z, e2] = [z, e][z, e}\

so e must invert [z, e]. Therefore [z, e]eaW.

Let A be one of the matrices (J ?), (g §), (¿ §), (| f). Then A centralizes 93 +

and (§ £) ; so if we change basis in A by A, the matrices of e, / A, and a will read

exactly the same after the change of basis as before. In particular, (*) still holds with

respect to the new basis, so (xii) still applies.

[z, e] will be replaced by [z, e]A. Now these matrices form a group which acts

transitively on the elements of aW; so there is a unique A such that [z, e]A = a.

Having made the change of basis {a, A} -> {aA, bA} for this A, we will have

[z, e] = a,

[z,f] = [z", e°] = a" = A

(since the matrix of a is unchanged)

[z, A] = A" = a"1*"1.

Now L=LArr«g», where /Vr«g» is either a four-group or cyclic of order 4.

Case 2.3.2. We now work out what L has to be if /Vr«g» is a four-group, say

</, z> where / is an involution inverting g.

(xix) In Case 2.3.2, we may assume / has the matrix (?   J) on /I.

Proof. As in (xvi), the matrix of / is either (? J) or (° g); if it is i% I), replace /

by tz.

By (xix), (xv) applies ; therefore R splits over A, and [A, / ] = acA "c for some number

£. [e, /] and [/ /] lie in h A since L//1 interchanges eA and/4; write [e, /] = Ax,

[/, /] = A_y, for x, j e /4. (Once we determine [e, /], [/ /], and [A, /], Lis completely

determined.)

As in Case 2.3.1, [e, /] determines [/ /] once [A, /] has been chosen; for

[A, /] = [e/ /] = [e, /]'[/, /] = xe>> (as in Case 2.3.1).

Writing x = aaA", y = aybä, this gives

açA-ç = iaabß)eiaW) = a3a(a2A3)VA" - a-«+M+r¿-*+«f

or equivalently, £=— a + 2j8 + y = ß— S.
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Also, e2=l and r2=l => [e, t] is inverted by e and t. Inversion by e gives a

even, as in Case 2.3.1. Inversion by t gives

(ha"bß)1 = ha-a + 2ßb-ß + 2a

htfb-Wb" = hrf+ßb-t+tt,

or equivalently, — a + 2ß=l + ß, — ß + 2a= —l + a, or equivalently, — a + ß={. So

we have

(%) £=  -a + 2/S + y =/3-a =  -a + ß.

(1) (2) (3)
(1)=(3) gives

(%%) 0 = )S + y;

(2) = (3) gives

(%%) 0=-a + 3.

Also, conjugation of F0 by í must preserve the relations a= [z, e], b=[z,f]. This

gives

b = at= [z\ ê] = [z,/x] = [z, x][z,/]* = [z, x] b;

so [z, x] = 1, so x e IF. Therefore a and /? are even; so by (%%), y and S are also

even ; by (%), £ is even and

(%%%) 5 = -«+iS.

So once £ = 0 or 2 has been chosen, a = 0 or 2 determines ß, y, and 8 via (%%) and

(%%%)•

So we get four F, all of which are split extensions of T0 as in (xviii) (for split R)

by an involution / centralizing z and having matrix (? J) on ^4, and defined by the

following four sets of relations :

(1) £ = 2and« = 2:

[A, r] = a2b2,       [e, t] = Aa2,       [f, t] = ¿A2.

(2) £ = 2and« = 0:

[A, r] = a2A2,        [e, t] = AA2,       [/, r] = Aa2.

(3) £ = 0and« = 2:

[A, t] = 1,        [e, r] = Aa2A2,       [/, r] = Aa2A2.

(4) £ = 0 and « = 0:

[A, r] = 1,        [e, t] = A,       [f, t] = A.
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These four sets of relations do define groups. Indeed, we will show that the four

sets are equivalent (by choosing new generators), so that they all define groups if

and only if one does, and the groups are isomorphic. And (4) is easily seen to define

a group since the relations given between / and L0 define an automorphism of order

2 of L0.

The Lof (4) has SCN3 (L) empty. For if not, Lhas a normal L8, Lsay, containing

W. Lc CT( W) = T0 and projects onto precisely one nonidentity coset of A in L0.

This coset is not eA,fA, or h A because the action of z prevents any such Le from

being normal in L. The only remaining coset of A in L0 which contains involutions

is zA. For x e A,

izxf = za-1b-1xh = za~1b~1x   mod IF,

so that <zx, IF>V<zx, IF>.

We now show that (1), (2), (3), (4) are equivalent. Consider first

î = tab-1;   ê = ea2,f=fb2, h = Aa2A2;

z = za2.       (á = a, b = A.)

Then the restriction of ~ to L0 preserves the relations defining L0. (The relations

defining L0 are of the form

Xa = 1        (xeL0);

[x, y] = z       ix, v e L0, z e A) ;

ef= h.

The first two sorts of relations are automatically preserved by Ä, since the com-

mutators by A are central involutions of L0 and ~ is the identity on A; and e/=A

is also preserved by Ä.)

[z, Î] = [za2, tab-1] = [z, tab-l]a2[a2, tab'1]

= [z, aA"1]^, /f^fa2, f] = a2A2[z, /]a2A2

= [z, /]•

[A, Î] = [Aa2A2, /aA"1] = [A, /aA"1] = [A, aA"1]^, Z]"6"1

= a2A2[A, /].

[e', Î] = [ea2, /aA"1] = [e, /aA'TV, /aA"1]

= k «b'1]!«. (]"*'V» 0
= e-'ia-'b) eab-'iab-1)'1^, /KaA"1)^, /]

= ia-1b)e[e,t]ab-1a2b2

= [e,t]ia-1b)fab-1a2b2   since    [e,t]ehA   and   eA=/

= [e, tKatfb-^ab-Wb2

= [e, t]b2.

If, ñ = If, t]a2.
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So the switch to hats gives (1) <-> (3), (2) <-> (4).

Consider next

f = ta2b2 ;       ê = ea2, f = fib2, h = Aa262 ;

z = z.        (â = a,b = b.)

The restriction of '" to T0 preserves the relations defining F0 (as before).

[z, I] = [z, /].

[b, Î] = [A, t}.

[ê, î] = [ea2, ta2b2] = [e, t]a2b2.

if, î] = [f, t]a2b2.

So the switch to hats gives (1) «-> (2), (3) <-> (4).

Therefore all four sets of relations are equivalent.

Case 2.3.3. We now work out what F has to be if NT((gy) is cyclic of order 4,

say <r> where t2 = z.

(xx) In Case 2.3.3, we may assume t has the matrix (f   ?,) on A.

Proof, t inverts g, where g satisfies (*), i.e., the matrix of g on A is"(3 I); and

t2 = z; so the matrix of t is an element of ((° J), 93 + > —93+ whose square is (3 3)

and which inverts (3 3). Now ((° I), 93+ > — 93 + has four elements whose square

is (o 3), namely the elements of the coset (f 2) <(3 °), (J f)> ; and two of these—

namely (? D and (g §)(? I)—invert (§ 3). If the matrix of t is (g §)(2 I),

replace / by tz.

(xxi) In Case 2.3.3 (assuming t has the matrix (f %) on A), [A, r] is either ab2 or

a3.

Proof. t2 = z, and [A, z] = ab by (xviii); so

aA = [A, z] = [A, i2] = [A, /][A, tf.

Also, [h,t]e A since A^ is central in T/A. Writing [A, i] = a<A", we have

aA = (a^XaiA")' = aW^b^ab2)" = a3{ + "A3" + 3?,

so that ¿, 77 must satisfy 1=3^ + 77, 1 =3^ + 377. There are two solutions, namely

77 = 2 and i=l; 77 = 0 and $ = 3.

(xxii) In Case 2.3.3, R is of G. Higman type.

Proof. If R splits, then A2=l and so A inverts [A, t]. But this is impossible by

(xxi), as A does not invert aA2 or a3.

So Fis completely determined once we determine [e, t], [f, t], and [A, t], [e, t]

and [f, t] lie in h A since T/A interchanges eA and fA. Write [e, t]=hx = ha"bß,

[fi, t] = hy = haybô (for x, y e A).
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As in the first two cases, [e, t] determines [f, t] once [A, FJ has been chosen;

for A = efia2, and

[A, t] = [efia2, t] = [efi tf2[a2, t] = [e, t]U t]a2b2

= (hx)f(hy)a2b2 = f-\hx)f(hy)a2b2 = A2(A-y-1W/A)ya2A2

= h2(xey)a2b2,   since /A = e mod center of R

= A2xey

= b2(a"bß)e(aybö) = b2a-<x + 2ß + yb-ß + ö.

In summary, the relation between [e, t], [fi t], and [A, r] is

(%) [A, i] = b2a-a + 2ß + yb-ß + ö.

Also, i2 = z and [e, z] = a~1; so

a-i = [e, z] = [e, r2] = [e, r][e, i]( = (Ax)(Ax)'

= (Ax)A[A, r]x'

= A2x"xi[A, r]

= a2(ab2)"(a2b)ß(a2b3Y(ab2)ß[h, t];

so that

(%%) fl-^^a-«-'*"-'!*,?].

Also,/2 = a2A2; so

1 = [a2b2, t] = [f2, t] = [/, t]'[f, t] = (Ay/(Ay)

= f-\hy)f(hy)

= A2yey,    since/A = e mod center of Ä

= a2(aybâ)e(a*bâ) = a2a3y(a2b3)0aybö

= a2a2fl.

Therefore S must be odd.

We now apply (%) and (70°/0) with our two values for [A, r]. First suppose

[A, r]=aA2; then (%) yields

1 = -a + 2/3 + y,       0 = -ß+8,   i.e., ß = 8.

Thus (8 is odd, so 2/8 = 2 and the first equation becomes y = a— 1. (%%) yields

0= — a — j8, 2 = a—ß, or equivalently (since /? is odd), ß= —a. So a is odd; and a

determines ß, y, and S, hence completely determines T.

Next, suppose [A, r]=a3; then (%) yields

-l = -a + 2j8 + y,       2 = — yS-f-S,    i.e., ß = 2 + 3.

Thus /? is odd, so 2ß=2 and the first equation becomes y=a+l. (%7„) yields

2=—a—ß, 0 = a—ß, or equivalently (since ß is odd), /? = a. So a is odd; and a

determines ß, y, and 8, hence completely determines T.
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So we get four L, all of which are extensions of L0 as in (xviii) (for nonsplitting

R) by an element / with t2 = z, where / has matrix (f I) on A. The Lare defined by

the following four sets of relations :

(1) [A,/] = aA2anda=l:

[A, /] = aA2,        [e, /] = AaA3,       [/ /] = AA3.

(2) [A,/] = aA2anda = 3:

[A, /] = aA2,        [e, /] = Aa3A,        [/ /] = Aa2A.

(3) [A, /] = a3 and a = 1 :

[A, /] = a3,        [e, /] = AaA,       [/ /] = Aa2A3.

(4) [A,/] = a3anda = 3:

[A, /] = a3,        [e, /] = Aa3A3,        [/ /] = AA.

These four sets of relations do define groups. Indeed, we will show that the four

sets are equivalent (by choosing new generators), so that they all define groups if

and only if one does, and the groups are isomorphic. And (4) defines a group

because the relations given between / and L0 define an automorphism of L0 whose

square is the inner automorphism induced by z.

The Lof (4) has SCN3 (L) empty. For if not, Lhas a normal L8, Lsay, containing

W. Lç CT( W) = L0 and projects onto precisely one nonidentity coset of A in L0.

The only such coset containing involutions is z^4 ; and for x e A, <zx, IF>" / <zx, IF>

as in Case 2.3.2.

We now show that (1), (2), (3), (4) are equivalent. Consider first î=tab'x;

ê = ea2,f=fb2, h = ha2b2. (â = a, b = b.) Then z = (t)2 = (tab~v)2 = za2. Then (as in

Case 2.3.2) the restriction of ~ to L0 preserves the relations defining L0.

Computing as in Case 2.3.2, we get

[A, î] = [A, t]a2b2.

[ê, î] = [e, /]A2.

[/, t] = [/, t]a2.

So the switch to hats gives (1) <-> (3), (2) <-> (4). .

Consider next î=ta2b2; ê = ea2, f=fb2, h = ha2b2. (â = a,b = b.) Then i = (i)2

= (/a2A2)2 = z. The restriction of ^ to L0 preserves the relations defining T0. As in

Case 2.3.2,

[h, I] = [A, /].

[ê, î] = [e, /]a2A2.

[/, ñ = [/, t]a2b2.

So the switch to hats gives (!)<-> (2), (3) <-> (4).
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We will now show (by fusion arguments) that under our hypotheses, the groups

L obtained in Cases 2.3.1 and 2.3.3 cannot be Sylow 2-subgroups of a simple

group G. This will complete the proof of Theorem 2. We will also show that the

Lof Case 2.3.1 is isomorphic to the Lof Case 1.1 of Theorem 1, and indeed will

prove a stronger statement (Theorem 3) about this L.

Theorem 3 (Proposition 2.3.1). Suppose T is the 2-group obtained in Case 2.3.1

of Theorem 2, namely:

A = <a> x <A> ̂  Z4 x Z4.

R is the split extension of A by a four-group {1, e,f, A} where e,f A Aai;e matrices

(1   3), (0   i), (2   1) respectively on A iwith respect to the basis {a, b} of A).

T= (R,t:t2 = 1 ; a' = A, A' = a; [A, /] = a3A, [e, /] = AA3, [/ /] = Aa>.

If G is a group with T as a Sylow 2-subgroup and A7G(L) = LCG(L), then G is not

simple, (/n particular, this T cannot occur under the hypotheses of Theorem 2.)

Moreover, L is isomorphic to the 2-group obtained in Case 1.1 of Theorem 1.

(In particular, if G is a simple group with a Sylow 2-subgroup isomorphic to that

of Case 1.1 of Theorem 1, then necessarily [A^L) : CGiT)] is divisible by some odd
prime.)

Proof of Theorem 3. We first list the L-classes and the L-centralizers of the

involutions of L, and the same for the elements of order 4.

Involutions.

{a2b2}; central in T.

{a2,b2};CTia2) = CTib2) = R.

eW\JfbW.

fWv eaW.

hWvhabW. CT(e) = CT(/) = Cr(A) = <e,/ Wy£L16.

Kab-^y u tha2b<ßby; CT(/) = </> x <AA, aA>sZ2 x gB.

iteA and tfA contain no involutions since T/A^DB with te A and tfA of order 4.)

Elements of order 4.

aAIF; Cr(aA) = </, Ay of order 25.

a IF u A IF; CTia) = A of order 24.

ebWvfabW; CTieb) = Ax (see table for R/W below) of order 24.

faWueabW; CTifa) = A2 of order 24.

haW; Cr(Aa) = <yi1, /aA> of order 25.

AAIF; CTihb) = (A2, /> of order 25.

tb\ab~ly u tha2b~\aby; Cr(/A2) = </A2> o <aA, AA>^Z4 o g8 of order 24.

iteA and tfA = iteA)* contain no elements of order 4. For if x e A,

(/ex)2 = [/, e]xiex = ihb3)-xxtex

= bhxtex = ha2bxiex.
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Now for all x e A,

xtex e (atea, bteby S <aA, IF>.

So ha2bxtex is always of order 4 since it never lies in A IF u AaA IF.

The group Rj W is as follows :

eabW      ebW        aW eW       eaW

403

fa W        fiabW bW fiW      fbW

hbW haW        abW

Ai

hW      habW

EK

The vertical columns are four-groups in Rj W, whose inverse images in R we give

the names Ax, A2, A, E, El as shown. Ax, A2, A^Z^xZ^ and are normal in T;

E, L = ¿16-

R contains three g8 x Z2's, namely the inverse images of the horizontal boxes.

R normalizes them, and in each one it acts transitively on the four g8's; i.e., each

element x of order 4 is sheared onto each central involution w (i.e., there is y with

xy = xw, or equivalently, [x, y] = w).

Suppose G is a simple group with Fas a Sylow 2-subgroup and NG(T) = TCa(T).

By Lemma A, t is fused into R in G. If t is not fused to W, then CT(t) is a Sylow

2-subgroup of CG(t), and also some conjugate of the F-centralizer of an involution

of R — A is a Sylow 2-subgroup of CG(t). But CT(0 = Z2 x g8 and the F-centralizers

of the involutions of R — A are =EX6, contradicting Sylow's theorem in CG(t).

So t is fused to W in G.

There is de G with td e W and CT(t)dçCT(td). For if t is fused to a2A2, take

de G with ti = a2b2; T is then a Sylow 2-subgroup of CG(td). If t is not fused to

a2A2, take de G with td = a2 (or A2); R is then a Sylow 2-subgroup of CG(td). In

either case, Sylow's theorem (in CG(td)) implies that d can be adjusted by multi-

plication from CG(td) to have the property claimed.

Now CT(t) — (tyx(ab,hby has (t,a2b2y as its central four-group, and a2A2

as its square. The only involutions of F which are squares of g8's of F are a2, b2,

and a2A2. So (a2b2)d and td are both e W; therefore Z(CT(t)d)=W. This forces

CT(t)d to be one of the three g8 x Z2's of R.

Therefore in NG(CT(t)d), each element of order 4 is sheared onto t. In particular,

hb is conjugate to thb and AaA2 to ¿AaA2. Now thb and thab2 are F-conjugate, as are

AaA2 and Aa; so hb is G-conjugate to Aa.

We now observe that there can be no fusion in G between AA, Aa, and aA (thus

we have reached a contradiction and so proved Theorem 3)* For the centralizers
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in T of AA, Aa, and aA are Sylow 2-subgroups of their centralizers in G. If (for

example) AA is fused to Aa, there is de G with (hb)d = ha and CT(hb)d = CT(ha).

CT(hb), CT(ha) contain A2, Ax as characteristic subgroups (e.g., because these are

the only Abelian subgroups of index 2), so A2 = AX. Therefore NG(A2)d = Na(A2)

= NG(AX). Td and F are both Sylow 2-subgroups of NG(AX) so there is k e NG(AX)

with Af = Ax and Tdk = T, i.e. dk e NG(T). But Na(T) = TCG(T), and A2 and Ax

are not conjugate in TCG(T).

We now show that F is isomorphic to the 2-group U say obtained in Case 1.1

of Theorem 1. U was given by :

W = (zx, z2y.

Cu(IF) = <IF, i,j, k, x,u,v: (i,j, /c> ~ g8 with zx as square, and

<x, u, F>£ g8   with zxz2 as square;

[i, x] = 1, [J, x] = z2, [k, x] = z2

[i, u] = z2, [j, u] = I, [k, u] = z2

U, v] = z2, [J, v] = z2, [&, t>] = l.>

(We write x instead of the / used in Theorem 1, to avoid confusion with the / of

Case 2.3.1 of Theorem 2.)

U = (CV(W), t: t1 = 1 ; z\ = zx, z\ = zxz2;

t centralizes i,j, and k;

[x, t] = iz2, [u, t] = jz2, [v, t] = kz2y.

We first show R^CV(W). For take i, j, k = ab, hb, hab2 respectively; Zi = a2A2.

x, u,v = a, eab, eb respectively; zxz2 = a2 (so that z2 = A2). Then the relations above

for zx, z2, i,j, k, x, u, v are satisfied.

Now once we find a set {zx, z2, i,j, k, x, u, v} satisfying these relations, the set

{zx, z2, i,j, k, x"1, K_1, t;"1} also satisfies these relations (since IF is elementary and

central in CV(W)). Noting this, we take T=t. t centralizes i,j, and k, and acts as

prescribed on IF. And

[a~\t] = (ab)b2,

[(eab)'1, t] = (hb)b2,

[(eb)-\ t] = (AaA2)A2,

i.e.,

[x"\ t] = iz2,

\u~\t] =jz2,

[v-1, t] = kz2.

Thus, the generators zx = a2b2, z2 = b2; i,j, k = ab, hb, hab2; x, u, v = a~1, (eab)'1,

(eb) -1; T = t satisfy precisely the relations given for U.
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At this point it is easy to see that T is a split extension of a g8 o DB by a four-

group (which is the way in which the Sylow 2-subgroup of the Janko-Hall and

Janko-Higman groups is usually described). For, using the notation for T obtained

in Theorem 2, g = <aA, AA, AaA2>£g8 with a2A2 as square; £> = </, Wy~D3; and

[D, g]=l, Dn g = <a2A2>, so DQ = D° Q = H say. It is convenient to depict

H by making a table consisting of a representative for each coset of <a2A2> in H,

as follows :

1
□

ta2

ab tab tab'

hb ha2b thb tha2b

hab2 ha-xb2 thab2 thcrW

where the cosets consisting of involutions are the ones in boxes. These cosets

generate H.

(ß,fy n H= 1 ; and <e,/> acts on the set {/, tab'1, tha2b, tha~Yb2} as follows:

A: / <-> /aA-1, tha2b <-> /Aa_1A2

e: / <-> /Aa2A, /aA"1 <-> /Aa_1A2

/: / <-> /Aa_1A2, tab'1 <-> /Aa2A.

Thus <e,/> normalizes H, and Lis as claimed.

Proposition 2.3.3. Suppose T is the 2-group obtained in Case 2.3.3 of Theorem 2,

namely :

A = (ayx(by^ZixZi.

R = (A,e,f,h: e,fh have matrices (2 3), (3 3), (2 2) respectively on A iwith

respect to the basis {a, b} of A); e2 = b2,f2 = a2b2, h2 = a2; efa2=h; e,f A centralize

one anothery.

T is the split extension of R by a cyclic group </> of order 4, where t2 = z inverts A,

and t has the matrix (f   ¡) on A;

[e, t] = Aa3A3,        [/, /] = AA,        [A, /] = a3;

[e,z]=a-\       [/z] = A-1,        [A, z] = aA.

Suppose T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of a group G, and suppose the involutions of

W= Í2i(^4) are all fused together in G. Then G is not simple.

In particular, this L cannot occur under the hypotheses of Theorem 2.
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Proof of Proposition 2.3.3.

(xvii) The only cosets of A in L which contain involutions are A and zA.

Proof. T/R is cyclic, so the involutions of T lie in L0 = <z, L>. The only involutions

of R are those of A; and the only involutions of zR are those of zA, since for

x e A and k = e,f, or A,

izkx)2 = izk)2x*kx = [z, k]xzkx   mod IF

= [z, k]   mod IF,

but [z, A:] £ IF.

(xviii) The L-classes of the elements of order 4 in L, and the orders of the L-

centralizers of representatives, are :

Order of L-centralizer

Class of a representative

1. aAIF. 26

2. alFu AIF. 25

3. eWvfabWveaWufaW. 24

4. Complement of 3. in e^4 u/4. 2*

5. hA. 24

6. M u thA. 23

7. tzAutzhA. 23

Proof. It helps to note that if x e ^4 and k=l, e,f or A,

(/&x)2 = itk)2xtkx = tWkx^x

= zk'kx^x,

which is an involution if and only if k*k e A (by (xvii)). This occurs for k = 1 and

A: = A. The same holds if / is replaced by tz = t~1.

h and A conjugate together the elements of tA; itA)e = thA.

(xix) The only Z4 x Z4's of L lie in R.

Proof. The only elements of order 4 with centralizers of order ^ 16, lie in R by

(xviii).

(xx) For ye A, y of order 4, the only involutions of CTiy) are those of IF.

Proof. CTiy) is a union of cosets of A, but no element of zA centralizes y;

statement follows from (xvii).

(xxi) If G is simple then / is fused into A.

Proof, Consider the transfer homomorphism t: G^- T/R. Its value at z is

riz) = \~[ {yzy~y: cosets Ty with Tyz = Ty}R.

If no such yzy1 lay in R, they would all lie in zR. Since the number of cosets Ty

with Tyz--=Ty is odd, we would have t(z)^ 1, contradicting simplicity of G.

Therefore z is fused into R in G. Hence there is d e G with z" = a2b2 and CTiz)d^ T.

The elements of L— A whose squares are a2A2 are ea?A" for r¡ odd, and /a{A" for
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i even. These are all F-conjugate by (xviii). So if td e CT(z)d is not in A, we may

assume td = eb.

CT(z) = ((tyx(a2b2y)(a2y where a2 shears t onto a2A2 (i.e., t'2 = ta2b2, i.e.,

[f, a2] = a2b2). So in CT(z)dçFwith td = eb, there must be involutions x, y such that

x centralizes eb and x 7e (eA)2 = a2A2, and y shears eA onto x and y £ (eb, x>.

x, y e Akj zA by (xvii).

But for c 6 /I,

[eA, zc] = [eA, c][eA, z]c

= [e, c][e, z][b, z] = [e, z]    mod IF;

and [e, z] £ IF.

So no element of zA centralizes eA. So xe A, and <eA, x>3 W. But the same

calculation shows that no element of zA can shear eA onto x e W. So y e A, hence

e Wç <eA, x> ; thus there is no suitable yeT.

This contradiction establishes that td e A, as desired.

Now suppose that G is simple. By (xxi) .there is de G with td e A. Write

v= cT(tdy-\     Vo = Ad~\

Then F^ V0 and K0^Z4 x Z4.

Take td = ab if possible; otherwise, take td = a or A. Then by (xviii), Fis a Sylow

2-subgroup of CT(t).

Let F be a conjugate of F by an element of CG(t) such that U^CT(t)

= (ty x(a2b2y = F say; let i/0 be the corresponding conjugate of F0. (e U0, and

also a2A2 g Cix(U0) by (xx). Therefore Fç t/0; and U0 normalizes F.

NT(F) = (F, a2y, where a2 shears t onto a2A2 (i.e., [r, a2]=a2A2).

Let U2^U0 be a Sylow 2-subgroup of NG(F), and let U3^U2 be a Sylow 2-

subgroup of G.

F

Let F* be a suitable conjugate of U3 by an element of NG(F) so that the corre-

sponding conjugate U* contains NT(F). Thus in F*, t lies in a Z4 x Z4 (namely, the

corresponding conjugate £/* of U0) which also contains F=(t, a2b2y with index 2;

and there is an involution (namely a2) in F* — QX(F) = T* — W* which shears /

onto a2A2. (Q1(F) = Q1(L/0*)= IF*; for £/0* is a Z4xZ4 of F*, so [/0* = /?* by (xix),

hence £21(i/0*)= IF*.)

We now observe that no element of order 4 in F* which lies in a Z4 x Z4 ( F * say)

of F*, can be sheared by an involution of F* - IF* onto an independent involution
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e Y*. (By Sylow's theorem, this is equivalent to the same statement with the stars

removed.)

For by (xix), Yç R and so its elements of order 4 are of the form kx for x e A

and k = 1, e,f, or A. The only involutions of L— W are zc for e e ,4, by (xvii).

[kx, zc] = [kx, c][kx, z]c   but [/ex, z] e ,4, so commutes with c

= [/c, c][fc, z][x, z] = [&, c][£, z]x2.

If A: is e,/ or A, then [&, c] and x2 e IF but [k, z] $ W, so the commutator [kx, zc] is

not an involution. If k= 1, we have [x, zc] = x2 and so our element x of order 4 is

inverted by the involution zc—no/ sheared onto an independent involution.

This contradiction completes the proof of Proposition 2.3.3.
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